ftfebfrtisnncittft
Rate of Laat Semi-Annual Dividend
_r cent
*
SAVINGS BANK.
HANCOCK COUNTY Ellsworth.
Maine
Mate Street,
CIIA8. C. BURR ILL, Treas.
E. MOORE. l*res.
...arcs
51
t4.
100S
A
.$39«.I4.H.I7
DEPOSITS Up.
28,141.28
Reserve and Undivided Profits.
I3S8,CI948
♦

.feine

of resources above

liability for deposits,

as es1

(mated

Aug 14. 190*.....
Mah* link Examiner. the
first day* of March, June. September.
51 ?£!?on interest

$33,146.60

declared and credited first Monday of June and December.
^ opened, money sent snd money withdrawn by mail.

y«f uilP

t'rficMiar*

ad

Hanoook

Iress

FOR

County Savings

Bank.

I

SALE.

ONE COTTAGE

ONE RESIDENCE

AT

IN

BAR HARBOR.

ELLSWORTH.
1

%

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Legislative notice—Claims.

—Sea and shore fisheries.

In

bankruptcy—Irving

8 Mitchell.
—Geo W Yonng.
*'
—John H Prescott.
Statement—Firemans Fund Ins Co.
—Phenix Ins Co.
*'
Spiingfield Fire and Marine Ins
Co.
Divorce libel.
Adnir notice—Est Julia A Patten.
—Est Maria McCauley.
'*
—Est Armantine M OofHn.
—Est Sarah Stratton.
"
—Fst Joseph Tagerl Macauley.
—Est Francis C Macauley.
G A Parcher—Cottage for sale.
New England Tel and Tel Co.
Dr Daniels horse remedies.
J A Thompson—Holiday goods.
Staples Piano A Music Co.
C L Morang—Dry goods, boots, shoes, etc.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Bangor, Me:
Bangor Daily News.
Portland, MeMiami* Marine engine.
New York:
Success Magazine.
Fobert J Sherlock—Offer free scholarship.
—

lf

pivHl^nu

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

““

'*

ONE FARM

ONE STORE

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
AT ELLSWORTH POSTOKKICB.

extending from Union River bay
tu Morgan'* bay, with buildings at

Fourth Street,

on

ELLSWORTH.

National Bank Building.

The /ETNA
organized Pi*

1
I

Kllswoilb, Maim-

Insurance Co.

ago. And has been paying losses
in Ellsworth for nearly Ml years.
1 am issuing their policies.

was

rears

Prompt Settlements.

west Rat»»-

_O.

W. TAPLRY.

MAIL CLOSES AT

There will be
next

Rural hall, East

ing.
George Parcher, a student at the Harvard medical school, is home for a short
vacation.

Capital, $100,000.00.

is

and

l'u«tivi<le<! Profits, $50,874.72

DEPOSITS, MARCH 3. $1,307,764 07
John A. Peters, President.
Leonard M. Moore, Treas.

been

Henry W. Cushman, Vice-President.
Henry H. Hlooms. Asst. Treas.

Designated depository of the United States District Court for Hancock

con-

Fifteen girls will give a dance at Odd
Fellows hall next Friday evening. Music
by Clark’s orchestra.

for

noon

a

vis-

THIS BANK RECEIVES ACCOUNTS
OF BANKS. CORPORATIONS, FIRMS AND INDIVIDUALS ON FAVORABLE TERMS

the third

and

Ellsworth.

and will he

pleased

making changes

or

to meet

opening

or

correspond with

new

those

who

City

of

contemplate

Lygonia lodge, F.
degree

on

Thursday eVening.

and A.
A

M.,

worked

supper followed the

The regular monthly

meeting

of

the

Ellsworth board of trade will be held

next

at 7.30 at the aldermen’s
Hancock hall.

Monday evening
in

room

chapter, O. E. S., will hold its
roll-call next Friday evening,

Irene

Common-sense

Banking

The management of this institution believes that banking
connections formed on a basis of perfect service at reasonable terms will endure; that reasonable terms do not mean
something for nothing; that a bank with ample capital and

reserve in proportion to its deposit liability, making safety
its first consideration, and operated along conservative lines,
is entitled to and will receive the patronage of a discerning
Dublic.
We pay 2 per
Will YOU bank with us on these terms?
cent, on deposits subject to check.

annual

There will be work in the degrees, with refreshments after work.
There being no contest in the municipal
election, the board of registration did not
have a very strenuous session last week,
only two new names being registered.
March 5.

Maddox, of North
pleased to know she has so
recovered from her recent surgical op-

Friends of Mrs. Alvin

Ellsworth,
far

eration

as

Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
BANGOR,
MAINE.

Branchexat Old Town and Machinx, Me.

fill

next

WEEK

on

any Edison or Victor talking machine outfit.
models now in stock. Edison combination
attachments to play two or four minute records

^

FREE.

__31

genuine

Ellsworth, Me.

navajo

an

J. A. THOMPSON,
—ST.,.

^SERS
AVt TIME

and publishers

and

alien’s°

MONEY by using

labor saving
RECORD BOOKS.

and Indexed for
olt’ tooted
fcntry and Reference.

T** **ecor<L Advertising Record,
*
Record, Job Printer’s Record.

fetr'w&a %

.El-LSWOBTH.

Removal Notice!

GEORGE B. STUART, Attorney at Law
gives notice that he has removed Ills
Law offices from (tiles block to
rooms

over

Bauk, Mam

the

Burrlll

National

street. Ellsworth, Maine.

Telephone: 6»2.

TRUE IRISH SHAMROCK
FOR ST.

PATRICK'S

DAY.

Hyacinths and other flowering plants for other
days.

Ellsworth

Greenhouse,

Telephone 43.

be

held

Monday

with

afternoon,

Woman’s
A. F.

Mrs.

March

The social circle of the Baptist church
will have a supper and apron sale in the
vestry this evening, March 3. Supper will
be served at 0 o’clock. The committee in
charge is composed of Mrs. Ida Byard,
Mrs. C. S. Donnell and Mrs. U. G. Hodgkins.

Emery and committee are
meeting with encouraging success in securing places of entertainment for minisW. F.

will attend conference.
The list of names and places of entertainment will be published later in
The
ters and

w

81
00

1 00

5 00
25
3 45
3 75
5 00

ives who

American.

MAYOR SIMONTON AND THREE RE PUIS
LICAN ALDERMEN RE ELECTED
AND TWO REPUBLICAN
ALDERMEN ADDED.

The

—

a contest, 283 votes were
This year there were 354 votes.
There were the usual number of scattering

elected without
cast.

complimentary and “humorous” votes.
The following is the vote in detail:

4
5

3
4

6

3

3

ELECTIONS

7.30.

Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.

CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
J. D. Prigmore% pastor.
Sunday, March 7— Morning service at
10.30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
UNION

Rev.

service at 7.

Prayer meeting Friday evening

at

7.

METHODI8T EPISCOPAL.

F. Emery, pastor.
Morning service at
Sunday,
“The Good Shepherd.”
10.30. Subject:
Sunday school at 11.45. Junior league at
Fourth lec3.
Evening service at 7.30.
ture in cDurse: “Great Men in Trial.”
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday
evening'at 7.30.
Rev. W.

March 7—

BAPTIST.
Bev. P. A. A. Killam. pastor.
Sunday, March 7— Morning service at

Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
Christian Endeavor meeting at
7. Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
10.30.

at 11.45.

PARKER PIANO CONTEST.

Following is the standing in the piano contest at W. R. Parker Clothing Co.*78 store at
noon

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

one

of the

ward the vote

Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
Sunday, March 7— Morning service at
10.30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening

to-day:
Miss Annie

Emery, Ellsworth.
Bayside grange, Bayside.
Harvest Home grange, West Ellsworth.
Pamola grange, Hancock.
Arbutus grange, Surry.
Mariaville grange, Mariaville.
Nicolin grange, Nicolin.
Methodist church, Franklin.

on

their energy

strument, and they

in securing the invery grateful to

are

willingly contributed toward
making the Thursday evening affair the
success it proved.

these whoso

ELSEWHERE.

special

wards, and in that
tie which will necessi-

seven
was a

election.

tate

a

was

democratic.

Last year the

city

In Auburn the republicans re-elected
Irving L. Merrill mayor, and carried four
of the five wards.

Lewiston,

as

usual,

\VEST

democratic,

went

Frank A.

KLLSWORTH.

Roy Plaisted, of York, is visiting his
grandfather, George B. Floyd.
Mrs. Emery Bonsey came home Sunday
after

Municipal elections were held in ten
other Maine cities Monday, and the results show
general republican gains.
Republican mayors were elected in eight
of them, a gain of two §ver last year.
In Rockland the republicans elected
Albert C. McLean mayor, and carried all
but

CONGREGATIONAL.

10

354

Albert F. Stock bridge.94
Hollis B. Estey.76
Ira B. Hagan, jr. 68
William M. Hamilton.32
William Small.69

258 33

NOTES.

5

Reuben S. Sargent.96
Howard F. Whitcomb.75
William H. Brown.67
Hoyt E. Austin.32
Dorephus L. Fields .2

1
2

5

j service at

5

CONSTABLES.

STREET COMMISSIONER’S ROLLS.
Sidewalks.
$ 58 25

CHURCH

16

Winfred B. Maddocks.82
John A. Lord.65

5

65

tabulated the election returns.

5

John F.

4

8 50

$907 77

2

WARD CLERKS.

2 00

canvassed and

4

Benjamin S. Stevens.95
75
Royal.
Martfn A. Garland.65

1
2

4

officially

4

Milton Beckwith.96
Henry A. Eppe*.75
Levi W. Bennett.67
Eugene H. Moore.82
Charles E. Alexander..65

1
2

1 00

$670 00
237 77

328

1

WARDENS.

3|

The board then

1

2
3

65
50
00
75

58

Total

61

ALDERMEN.

1

25 00

$316

5

81

Wards

61 64

$1,654

4

64

Total,

75
CO
50
58 25
1 15

21

2
73

3

96

1

Defective.

1

23

lated

MAYOR.

1

Highways.

—

—

1

6

Owing to the illness of F. E. Cooke, the
play,4 Mrs. Briggs of the Poultry Yard,”
which was to have been presented
hnrsday evening of this week, has been post
poned.
The building owned by Robert Gerry
and occupied by Arthur W. Saisluryasa
market, caught tire about noon Monday,
and before it was extinguished the upper
part of the building was badly burned

—

24 0(1

4

LSWORTH KALI S.

Ellsin
municipal election
and the first floor and contents were comin
Monday was the quietest
pletely soaked by water. The fire caught
years, there being no contest, and tne vote around the chimney and had gained consmall. Mayor Simonton and the three re- siderable headway when discovered. There
publican aldermen of the present board was a partial insurance on Mr. Salsbury’s
Stock bridge, Estey and Hagari
were
stock.
re-elected, and the two democratic memThe
of the Falls grammar
children
bers
were replaced
Jordan and Staples
school gave an entertainment and held a
William M. Hamilton in
by republicans
sale of fancy articles, ice cream and candy
ward 4, and William Small in ward 5.
i.i their rooms Thursday evening of last
While the vote of the city was small, it
week, realizing about fl'J, which they will
wa about the average of the vote in preapply as a payment on a piano which they
vious years in which there was no contest.
have recently purchased for use in their
In 1905, when Dr. A. C. Hagerthy was
rooms.
The children are to be congratu-

21 00

13

Kl

worth

Scattering.

_________

The storm and bad traveling last Wednesday prevented many from attending

TICKET IN ELLSWORTH.

4 20

The annual meeting of the Village improvement society will be held on TuesMrs. Hicks—You mean to tell me that
day, March 9,at 2.30 o’clock, at Mrs. James
McGown’s, High street. The secretaries you have a servant girl who gets up in the
being called? Mrs.
of the various branches are requested to morning without
she’s in love with the milksend at once their yearly report to the Wicks—Yes;
man.
secretary of the central society.
BuiIdchi Notices.
The hearing before the State railroad

commissioners on the matter of gates
or
automatic signal at the Ellsworth
Falls crossing, has been indefinitely postponed, the commissioners being unable to
get here until after the session of the legislature closes.
Indications are that the
railroad company will put up a fight
against erecting gates.

NO OPPOSITION TO RE PUR LI ;\N

5 00

75 00
7 Ofl
150 42
38 82
76 27
44 87
20 0(1
30 0(1

j

ELECTION,

QUIET

Wards
F. F. Simonton,

15.

George W. Fatten was named as the
committeeman from ward 4. Hoyt E.
Austin is the member of the committee
from that ward.

Rev.

blankets or rugs
Indian trader In Arizona. Will be on sale lor a
Not the machine-made kind that are advertised as
Th**** rugs will last a life time, and prices are less
.k*
the fake Navajo work so extensively advertised.
Call and Examine them.

direct from
lew weeks.

?hn
man

RIANO & MUSIC CO.

Mailn St.,

meeting

the

degree team of Lejok lodge will work the
third degree.
In the list of republican city committeemen printed in The American last week

AT STAPLES’.

fAPLES

will

of

“Glimpses from Literature of
American Scenery.’*
A large number of Ellsworth Odd Fellows are planning to go to Bluehill tomorrow
evening, where they will be
entertained by the Bluehill lodge. The

IS GOOD

on

the house

the vacancy.

The

YOUR CREDIT

put

around

00

13

6

special meeting of the city governTEACHERS’ SALARY ROLL.
ment Saturday evening, Albert F. StockCommon schools.
bridge resigned as city treasurer, and John High school.
H. Bresnahan was elected and qualified to

Greely
Topic:

$1.00

up

40

9 50

a

alliance

A

be

agaiu.
At

School,

are

to

12 00

Frank F Simonton,
Fred L Kent,
Thomas E Hale,
Arthur W Austin,
Eugene D Branu,
Albert Garland,
Samuel P Jordan,
R E Mason,
John E Doyle,
Walter J Clark.
John H Graham,
Melvin M Davis,
Earle U Snow,
C W & F L Mason.
J A Thompson,
Hancock Co Pub Co,
George A Parcher,
Charles J Treworgy,
Frank T Doyle,
Dr Lewis Hodgkins,
Melvin 8 Smith,
Ira B Hagan, ]r,
Henry W Estey,
Joseph H Nason,
Oscar .VI Remick,

Contingent,

work.

accounts.

10 00
5 90
5 to
5 00
18 75

High school, Ernest D Giles,

candidates last

Xhree

5 00

George A Parcher,
J A Thompson,
C 1 Davis,
Mrs HB Holt,
Harold E Treworgy,

Mrs. Estella Allen has returned from
North Ellsworth, where she has been caring for Mrs. Alvin Maddox.
Mrs. H. E. Davis left this

Amount.
$14 25
WOO
295 88
188 75
38 33
45 00
45 00
75 00
500
8 00
2 00
86
12 50
12 00

L D Patten.
Martin Alley,
Edward Haney,
John A Scott.
George E Davis,
Wesley M Moore,
Arthur W (ireely,
Elmer 1. DeWitt,

improving.

it of two weeks with her daughter, Mrs.
J. A. Bryant, in Waban, Mass.
Dr. Eugene D. Tapley and wife, of Belfast, have been recent guests of Dr. Tapley’s brother, O. W. Tapley, in this city.

County.
Depository of the State of Maine, County of Hancock

Name.

Eugene D Braun,
Eugene P Warren,
Michael J Drummey,
Poor,
Electric light. B H & U R Power Co,
Suptofschs, John A Scott,
Fire dept,
Wallace Raymond,
Wm H Pomroy,
RJ Goodwin,
E E Doyle,
Cornelius S Johnston,
Martin E Jellison,
George A Parcher,
Library,
Mary A Hodgkins,
Mrs H H Emerson,
Marion J Wyman,
Edward E 8pringer,
Text-book.
John A Scott,
C Raymond Camber,
School,
Bernard A Lynch,

Mrs. F. G. Allinson, of Providence, R. I.,
is making a short stay with her mother
Mrs. L. A. Emery.

ELLSWORTH.

Surplus

has

who

fined to the house for the past two weeks,

UNION TRUST OO.
OF

Parcher,

board, presiding

ROLL OF ACCOUNTS NO. I.

Fund.

Tuesday evening.

A.

of the

Police,

The literature club will meet with Miss
M. A. Ureely Monday evening, March 8.
The woman’s relief corps will serve supper at Grand Army hall to-morrow even-

George

“CITY MEETING.

m.

POSTOKCTCE.

dance at

a

|

No New Business Before Aldermen at
Their Last Meeting.
The regular meeting of the board of
aldermen-the last of the 1908 administration—was held Monday evening. All
the aldermen were present. Aid. Stockthe mayor. Only routine
auditing of accounts came before the
board. Rolls were passed as follows:

Goinu West—10.45,11J0 a m; 5.30 and 9 pm.
Goino East—6.30 a m: 4 and 5.80 p m.
No Sunday mail.

Surry,

I

in the absence of

From West-7.13 a m; 4.39 and 6.C8 p m.
From East—11.07 a m; 12.06, 5.66 and 10.52 p

MASON,

tv*

meeting was successful and enjoyable, the
only regret being that ao many were prevented by btorm from attending.

bridge, president

tfftei Oct. 6, 1U1>8
MAILS RECEIVED.

NEWBURY NECK.

C. W. & F. L.
First

In

the meeting of Donaqua lodge last Wednesday.evening, which was somewhat the
nature of a district convention. All the
lodge* of this district and a few near-by
lodges of neighboring districts bad been
invited to attend.
Five out-of-town
lodges were represented—Jonesport, Milbridge, West Sullivan, Prospect Harbor
and Bar Harbor. The meeting opened in
the evening.
The three ranks were
worked, the first by Donaqna lodge, the
second by a picked team, and the third by
M. L, Stevens lodge ot West Sullivan. At
midnight there was an intermission for
supper. Music was furnished by the
Pythian orchestra, of Ellsworth. The

a

week’s visit in

Ellsworth.

Mrs. Emma Bodge, of Bangor, visited
her brother, George M. Barron, last week.
There

w

ill be

a

box supper and enter-

tainment at grange hall

Thursday evening.

Mrs. William Richardson and daughter
Margery spent last week with her mother,
Mrs. L. M. Seeds.
Judson Barren is staying with his
parents tbis winter, as his father, Asa 8.
Barron, is not able to care for the stock.
Mrs.

Eldridge, with daughters
Gertrude, of Franklin, visited
her brother, George M. Barron, last week.
Belle

Alice and

Lester B. Gaspar, of Beverly, Mass., with
Roy Gaspor, of Surry. visited his grandparents, Asa 8. Barron and wife, Sunday.

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday, March 3, 6 p. in., at Baptist
vestry—Supper, 15 cents.
Thursday, March 4, at Grand Army hall
Supper by relief corps; 15 cents.
Friday evening, March 5, at Odd Fellows
hall—Dance given by lifteen girls.
Wednesday to Monday, April 7-12—

—

Sixty s*f'i.» Miin j»i 'e.s.'dou of Ea3t Mains
Method isi mu (trance, at Ellsworth.
To spet another man’s faults and not
detect your own is u kind of color blindness.
Jone*.

“Waiter,”

said

a

traveler in

a

railroad

restaurant, “did you say I had twenty
minutes to wait or that it was twenty
minutes to eight?” “Nayther. Oi said
ye had twenty minutes to ate, an’ thot’s

Morey being re-elected mayor all
ye did have. Yer train’s just gone.”
and six of the seven aldermen being
democrats.
The more eyes an advertisement catches
In South Portland, Fred G. Hamilton,
the more dollars it is worth.
republican, was re-elected mayor, but the
democrats

regained

government, electing

control

of the

four of

tbe

city

seven

aldermen.

In Rath, where the democrats have been
control, the republicans elected John S.

in

Hyde,

mayor, and six of the

seven

aider-

YOUR

men.

Waterville endorsed
the
republican
administration by the election of Frank

VALUABLE

Redington, republican, mayor, and five
republican aldermen out of seven.
Eastport elected William J. Garnett, republican, mayor, and six out of eight republican aldermen.
Hallowell republicans re-elected Dana
C. Skillin, mayor, and a full board of
aldermen, without contest.

PAPERS?

the citizen-democratic combination was again successful over the
republican ticket, electing Ellery H.
Mitchell, mayor, and five of the seven
aldermen.
In Gardiner there was no opposition to
the republican ticket.
Charles H. Gray
w as elected mayor.

you running the risk of
losing litem hy keeping them
around the premises? It so,
y<>« had better rent a safe-deposit
box at once. They cost you $3.D0
and upwaid, according to size,
in the modern
vaults of the

ARE

In Saco

Duty is a power which rises with us in
the morning and goes to rest with us at
night.—Gladstone.
How much the sum of human happiness
in the world is due to this

one

feeling—

sympathy!—F. W. Robertson.
We should be perfect in all we do, not
merely for the present, but to help in the
formation of good character. We shonld

not be like the soapstone, that crumbles as
it is rubbed, but like gold, that shines
brighter and brighter the more it is used.

—Mary Lyon.

f

BURRILL
NATIONAL

BANK,

|

OF

\

ELLSWORTH.

Correspondence Invited.

Tel. 15*2.

f

Bueineas Carl).

ALICE

II.

SCOTT,

SPECIALTY

MADE

OP

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING,
AND

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store), Elis worth, Maine.

f

^Tmytr

UOITKD

Meeting Topio For the Week
Beginning March 7, 1909.

n*

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Life lessons far me from the
(Consecration
B>e»lms.—Ps.
xlvt, 1-11.
teeetlng.)
The expression "for me" indicated

B%

*IliHT

UAlfOfc”

th!« column are succinctly
Mated In the title and motto—U Is for the mutual
benefit, and «*•«»#* to tie .«elpi*,l and hopeful
Being f««r the comtnon good. It 1*W the coin
raon use—a public nerrant. a purveyor of tn
formation and suggestion, a medium ior the Inof Ideas. In ihls rapacity It solicits

special significance
Every book
ha related to the Psalms.
terchange
Erf the Uible applies more or less to communications,
and Its success .fetmnds largely
(the individual, but the Psalms in this on 'he support given It In this respect. ComBn the topic has

a

No other munications must i# signed, but the name ol
beepect surpass ail others.
pook has been more widely read, and writer will not be p» luted t xcept by peistletlon
bo other has had so many comments | Communication* whl i*e subject to approvaloi
the column, but none
Written upon it. The reason for these ! rejection by the editor ot
Address
without good reason
things lies close to the surface. The will be rejected
to
tPsalms are largely devotional. They all communication*
rm ambkicah.
■re the expressions of the soul in its
Kllsworth. Me.
gelation to Clod under the most varied
of
The
experiences
(circumstances.
SHINE WHIRR YOU ARB.
‘•Don't waste your time in longing.
the soul are and always have been
when
and
For
hence
bright, impossible things;
(essentially the same,
Dou't sit supinely yearning
the soul is cast down or exalted, when
For the swiftness of angels' wings;
milder depression or blessed with a
Don’t snurn to be a rushlight
|>erfect trust, we turn to the Psalms to
Because you are not a star,
read the experiences of others under
But brighten some bit of darkness
similar circumstances, and we never
By shining jost where you are.
The
go away without a blessing.
There
is need of the tiniest candle,
have been a powerful factor
As well as the gariah sun;
lloth In church life and national life,
The humblest deed is enobled
twit, above all. they have filled longing
When it is worthily done;
If you
wants in the individual life.
You may neve, be called to brighten
The darkened regions afar;
have neglected or are neglecting this
Bo fill, for the day. your mission
tx>ok as a means of your persoual
By sbtuiug Just where you are."
growth In experimental religion and
in all graces yon are making a sad
mistake. In the Twenty-third Psalm, Dear Sinter*:
Does it not seem g»od to be alive such a
for instance, only the singular perbeautiful morning? Yet our thought goes to
iional pronoun is used, illustrating
thj«e who were, and a:e uot here; they need
that they are “for me/’
no light of the sun while resting in the everTne dook or 1’saims is a collection
lastiug arms.
of sacred poems, used in song and
1 sometimes wonder what the M. H.'a are docomposed by various authors, but ing this winter. Like the poem. I presume,
principally by David, and hence they they are shilling Just where they are. My
are commonly called the "Psalms <>f caudle seems rather uim, bnt I will clip the
wick now an 1 then aud it will burn brighter
David.” They include historical refer
confessions of men. Messianic
the outpourings of the soul
in times of doubt and despair and
praises and rejoicings in times of implicit trust and joy. The booh consists of 150 Psalms, yet there is no
division as to time or as to the subjects used. The Jews divide them
Into tive books, which division has
been followed by the revisers of the
Old T element:
Book 1.—I's. MI.
Book II.—Ps. 42-72.
Book III.-PS. 73-89.
Book IV.—Ps. 90-106.
Book V.—Ps. 107-150.
Nor are the divisions arbitrary. At
the end of each one there is a natural
•topping place. The first book closes
With the words, “Blessed be the Lord
God of Israel from everlasting to
everlasting, amen and amen" (Ps. xli,
13); the second, "The prayers of David,
the son of Jesse, are ended" (Ps. Ixsii,
20); the third, "Blessed bo the Lord forevermore, amen and amen" (Ps. Ixxxix.
B2i; the fourth, “Blessed be the Lord
God of Israel from everlasting to
everlasting, and let all the people say
• men; praise ye the Lord" (Ps. cvi.
48): the fifth, “Let everything that hath
ttreatb praise the Lord; praise ye the
X/wd" (Ps. cl, 61.
The Forty-sixth Psalm is a lesson to
the church and to us as members of
It.
In the midst of all the trials of
the church "God Is In the midst of
her. she shall not be mired.
God
•ball help her. and that right early.”
6o It Is with our lives. God is In the
midst of them, and we need not fear
though the earth and the mountains
be moved or the waters roar.
"God
to our refuge and our strength."
ences.

prophecies,

BIBLE EEABIMGS.

Ps. 1, 1-6; xv, 1-5; xlx. 1-14;

xxiil;

acxxvil, 1-5; xlll, 1-11; lxvil; clii, 1-5;
CVU, 1-8; cxvi. 12-19; cl,
A Christian Endasvorer In Parliament.
George Nlcholls, M. P„ is one of the
labor representatives in the British
parliament and may alwaya be counted upon to defend the Interests of the

among tljr (grangers.

OWES
HER
LIFE TO

"ffWp/ul and llope/ul."

Motto.

T’*o parpoMu of

1

March • U Cora aTT*
good of the order, aeveral responded program.
night. March 4 the
briefly.
This colama la devoted to the Grange, esQuestion for next session, “Resolved, baakst topper, followad by a dano,.1
pecially to the granges of Hancock county. That George Washington did mors for bis
The column la open to all grangers forth#
RAINBOW, 308, NORTH BROOKsvitjcountry than Abraham Lincoln.”

arvrtunncnta

tlutnal Bnutit gcinmn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

gra^T,^

discs scion of topics of general interest, and
for reporta of grange meetings. Make letters
I short and concise. All communications must
bv signed, but names will not be printed exI
cept by permission of the writer. All commu Dictations will
be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

good

‘‘I feel that I owe
Vienna, W. Va.
the last ten yean of my life to Lydia
K.
Pinkham s Vege|
table Compound.
Eleven years ago I

j

reason.

j

_

|

Maine will present a candidate
secretary. Every one knows that
Slate Master Gardner lost his election
last year by the cry:
(He has had it long
enough/ The same argument applies to
If the State grange is so
the secretary.
poor in talent that it must elect one man
for life, then the election should be made
for life at once instead of going through
the formality every two years.
I believe
no man should hold au office in the grange
more than four years, and a resolu'ion to
that effect should be passed.
There is
nothing more discouraging to any order
lhan to have it understood that a few tnen
can control and nold all the offices indefinitely. The Masons and Odd Fellows
do things differently and no man can hold
the honors more than two years.
The result is a healthy condition of affairs. In
ih’grange it seems that no man can get
section of

under the doctor's

for state

carebutgotno relief.
My husband perme

to

try

Lydia E. Plnkham's
Vegetable Compound and it worked
like a charm. It relieved all my pains
aim

x
misery.
women to take

!

|
;

i

auvise

an

simt-mig

Lydia E. Plnkham's
Vegetable Compound.”— Mrs. Emma
Whkaton, Vienna. W. Va.

E. I’inkudui's Vegetable ComU made from native roots and

Lydia

contains no narcotics or harmful drugs, and to-day holds the record
for the largest number of actual cures
of female diseases of any similar medicine in the country, ana thousands of
testimonials are on file in
voluntary
the 1’inkham laboratory at
Lynn.
Mass., from women who have been
cured from almost every form of
female complaints, inflammation, ulceration,displacements.fibroid tumors,

for a short time.
I have been reading “The Man from Glengary”, by ltalph Connor—it is fine—and
“Diana”, a sweet little home story. Have done
a little fancy work and.late!y have been sewing crazy patchwork. 1 like it for evening
work. Will sendfyou a new recipe for
Welsh Rarebit—One-fourth pound cheese
(grated); one-fourth cupful cresm: one-half
teaspoonful mustard, one ua*pointful butter,
one-half teaspoonful lalt, one egg. cayenne.
Put t be cheese and cream in a aouble ooilcr,
mix the mustard, salt and cayenne, add the
When cheese is melted,
egg and beat well.
stir in dry mixture and egg. then buttei. and
cook until thick. Pour over dry toaat or
crackers.

CANDIDATE.

“At the next meeting of
the State
grange,” writes a Hancock county correspondent of the Lewiston Journal, “this

was
a
walking
shadow. I had been

suaded

HAS A

an

office,

no

matter how well

_

qualified

may be, without a long-drawn-out
right. This is enough to give any order
ihe dry rot.
The grange is too rich in
"hility and talent to allow any man to
hold on to an office for life. Yes, Hancock

suffering woman owes it to
give Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound a trial.
If you would like special advice

such
herself to

Every

will have

a oa..v..ua,c

for

secretary/’

about your case write a confidenBAYSIDF. 476, BLL8WORTH.
tial letter to Mrs. Pink ham, at
BaysHa grange held a special meeting
Lynn. Mass. Her advice is free,
and always helpful.
Ttiurs^n,. u.i iii, bVti. 25, with good attendance. Then *«. o degree work and a
represented. Knox county is on our list. short program. IT th<s next regular meetCan't we have ■ representative in each of ing night should be stormy, the grange
will ho held the following night, as there
the sixteen counties?
is important business, and a good attendHave tried the filled cookies. They are all
The poem sent by Mary will conclude
The sewing society w ill
ance is desired.
right. Kindest wishes to all the M. B.'s. E.
our column (or this week.
meet at the hall
Saturday evening to
1 had my ‘Moots” about using your letf'HERB rp!
make plans tor a sale and supper seme
ter before the E.’s and D.’s had their roll- Cheer up! For the world at ita worat
call

week, but

the

good recipe

I

can

E.’s

one may want to use
of yours for welsh rarabit.
recommend it. Come again for the
some

please.

Dear \f. Bi.:
I have read the letters from California with
much interest, and especially enjoyed Ida
Day Dieter's description of her home. Maine
is a good old State, but 1 often think I would
like to spend the cold weather in California.
I wonder if someone would like to try my
recipe for
Omelet—Separate four eggs; to the whites
add a pinch of salt and beat stiff; mix with
tht yolks a rounding tabu spoonful of flour
and four
tablespoonfuls of cold water; add
this mixture to the whites and beat with the
egg-beater enough to combine well. Have a
lr>ing-pan warm and melt a small lump of
butter in it, pour in the omelet, cover and
cook rather slow y. When very light and
puffy, roll up and turn onto a hot platter. If
you waut the top cooked firm, set the pan in
the oven a few minutes, removing the cover.
I always have fine success with this omelet,
and it will stay light while you eat it.
Marguerites—Boil one cup of sugar and a
little water till it forms a soft ball; pour hot.
siowiy into the stiffly beaten white of one
egg. beating all the time; when well blended
stir in a little vanilla and half a enp of
chopped nuts, either walnuts or peanuts.
Spread on soda crackers aud pat in tne oven
to browr,
Hit very nice with coffee or
chocolate for simple refreshments, aDd are
wiw lee-ereaw.

Was It in the M. B. column that 1 read of
pinning collars, handkerchiefs, etc., on a
piece of strong twine with common pins, and
then hang, ng line and all out doors to dry?'
I find it an excellent idea. The small things
are slow *o hang on the clothes line and are
often frozen and tear when you try to take
them off. They can be pinned to the small
line in the warm kitchen and brought in and
unpinned the same way. If not entirely dry,
the line can be hung on the clothes-horse.
Try it next wash-day, everybody. X. Y. Z.

practical hints are very welcome,
and it is pleasant to hear from yon again.
These

time in

Might be badder;
The >uo is an bright
It can reach ye all right
At the foot o' the ladder.

There’s queens, in rich
other ones

robes, and

March.

Bayside grange has received a sum of
money from Dr. A. C. Hagerthy, and cordially extends its thanks to him for his
generous gift.

For there’s joy in a small thing, aa much
As there is in a greater;
There's various species o’ wealth,
An’ John D
Aint the only perta‘er.

ARBUTUS,

450, 8URBY.

A regular meeting of Arbutus grange
was beld Friday evening with a fair atAfter business the lecturer
tendance.

there’s

program of readings, recitamusic, and the question, “Are
the present game laws a benefit or an injury?” was discussed. An invitation has
been extended to Alamoosook and Narramissic granges to meet with us March 12.

presented

Done np in gingham.
An’ the world’s sweetest songs
Won’t ever be sung
’Less you sing em.

a

tions and

Comspsnbtnct.

FLORAL, 158, NORTH BUCK8PORT.
Hawaiian Islands.
Floral grange held its regular session
Soldier's Home,
Feb. 23, with all the officers present. ForLos Anqbles, Cal., Jan. 25. j
ty-three members and eight visitors presTo the Editor of The American.
ent. The ball was decorated with flags
Sinoe leaving the army during tbe sixties
and pictures of George Washington, as a
I have visited many place* on the Pacific
The
tribute to his memory and birth.
coast, and many islands in the Pacific
gentlemen wore colonial bats, and the laocean; of one of which I will give a short
dies wore caps and kerchiefs in honor of
sketch—the Hawaiian group.
This group of islands is of volcanic Martha Washington. After the opening
exercises the third and fourth degrees
origin. Besides the two active volcanoes, were conferred
upon a class of four, after
there are many extinct volcano craters,
which recess was declared for supper. A
the largest of which is five miles in diamfine supper was served to fifty-three paeter. When Gapt. Cook discovered and «
visited these islands in 1778, he estimated trons.
After the call to order, the following
that there were 400,000 inhabitants there.
was given:
Song, choir; march,
The missionaries settled there in 1820, and program
and ladies with flags,
other white men soon followed. Not long eighteen gentlemen
and Mrs. Russell as leaden; singing,
after this an alphabet of twelve letters Mr.
“Star Spangled Banner;” songs, Miss
was invented, the result being a written
Ethel Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Russell.
language created for tbe natives. In 1880,
W. M. W. J. Abbott, of Verona grange,
(sixteen years after the white man settled
and Mrs. Abbott, being called upon, spoke
there) a census was taken which showed i
io their rethat there were 109,000 native inhabitants briefly, expressing pleasure
a call for remarks for the
then. In 1896 there were 39,000 left. At ception. Upon

j

fo

the

the M. B. Column:
I wonder if the tie that binds the contributors to the M. B. column la loose enough to
take in another one. !'?• long been a reader,
and have plenty of material to use» but lacked,
and still lack, the ability to write it out.
So much has been said lately abont cheerfulness and its value that I want to add my
hearty endorsement. 1 can do so in no better
way than to quote from Henry Ward Beecher:
“Mirth is God's medicine. Everybody ought
to bathe in it. Grim care, moroseness, anxiety,
all the rest of life ought to be scoured off by
the oil of mirth.
It’s better than emery.
Blessed is he who has a sense of the humorous: he has that which is worth more than

are

present time there are 30,000, and they
There
still passing on to tha beyond.

j

24,000 Japanese, 21,000 Chinese, |
16.000 Portuguese, and 3,000 Americana,
are

now

besides several thousand of other nation-

j

alities, making about 110,000 all told.
The chief cause of the passing of the na- !
tives is that they have taken diseases from |
the foreigners who have settled in the islands, which have swept them off in large
In 1848 one-fourth of the population died of measles; shortly afterward
3.000 died of smallpox, while the venereal
diseases originally taken from the sailors
of visiting ships, spread through the isnumbers.

money.-’
Many of

us feel that our own troubles and
nffairs are of too much importance to allow
lands, resulting at length in a large avertime for a smile, to say nothing about the
age of genital impoteney. Ty phoid fever
that
doth
like
medicine
good
hearty laugh
and pneumonia proved quite fatal to the
can not do, helps the tired, discouraged one
natives.
out of self and incidentally helps you.
The laws have been enacted by white
Make your own self right with God. trust
Him when you are under clouds, look for and men. Some of these laws are quite obfind the silver lining. Look up, lift up. then jectionable to tbe natives. I was informed
you’ll be cheerful yourself, and its a very by one of the missionaries while 1 was viscatching disease. It is not wicked to see the iting in the islands, that if all the whites
I should leave the islands the natives would
ludicrous side of life and to laugh at it
! not regret it. It was soon observed that
Temper your view with kindness, and laugh the soil was well suited to the grow ing of
on.
sugar-cane, so tbe whites took advantage
I am sending with this two little poems, one ; of this and bought the land from the naalong the line of cheerfulness, the other has tives by exchanging a yard of print goods
been one of my helpers, and if Aunt Madge ; for an acre of land. The land is now
don't use the whole to kindle tires with, 1 i worth from $75 to $100 per acre. Oranges,
limes and mangoes grow withThe thermometer goes to cocoanuts,
may send others.
out cultival. m, but not in so large quan30 and 40c below where I am, and we need
tities.
more snappy, flrey, material than this to kindle
One thing remarkable about the natives
with. One needs to laugh hard to keep warm is that the males far outnumber the fe—a grin would freeze on.
males; the result being that two men live
Be charitable to all men and one woman.
with one woman, all there consenting to
it. The natives are indolent intellectuMaby.
ally as well as physically. It is about the
Here’s a cordial greeting to a new comer, same with the aborigines in all warm
and it is fi.ie to have Aroostook county countries. There has never been a genius
produced w'ithin the tropics.

■

;

w*ere

cJwjgn

present.

BLUEHILL, 252.
East Bluebill grange held its regular
meeting Saturday evening, with good attendance. After business a short pro! gram of readings, music and recitations
was well carried out.
It was voted to
celebrate the anniversary of the grange
Saturday, March 13, by an afternoon and
evening session.
LAKE VIEW.

457,

HAPPYTOWN.

Lake View grange held its regular meeting Feb. 27, with a good attendance. Two
j candidates were instructed in the third
I and fourth degrees and one candidate
| elected to membership by demit. At the
j meeting March 13 there will be a harvest feast.
403, WEST ELLSWORTH,
Harvest Home grange held an interesting meeting Feb. 27, with twenty members and one visitor from Alamooeook
grange present. Two candidates are waiting for first and second degrees. Shares
to the amount of |22 were taken up by
the grange. Tbo contest was started, and
Sherman Cunningham's side gave a fine
HARVEST HOME,

am

tb* fianuiiw

BAST

_

A Religions Author's Statement.
Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Salisbury, N.C.,
who is the author of several books, writes:
••For several years I was afflicted with kidney
trouble, and last winter 1 was suddenly
stricken with a severe pain in my kidneys and
was confined to bed eight days unable to icet
np without assistance. My urine contained a
thick white sediment and I passed same frecommenced taking
quently day and night. 1and
the pain gradFoley's Kidney Remedy,
ceased
and my urine
and
abated
finally
ually
1 cheerfully recommend
became normal.
Foley’s Kidney Remedy.” G. A. Pauchbk.

~

i

lie

irregularities, periodic pains,backache,
indigestion and nervous prostration.

iki

feast._"W.

—

HANCOCK

birtJl’

j

Saturday, March 6—Meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange with Verona grange.
Saturday, March 6-Meeting (of Green
Mountain Pomona grange at Agricultural
hall. North Ellsworth.

Lydia
Vegetable Compound

tk*'

FAMOUS, 288, HANCOCE.
Pamola grange held its regular

DATES.

E. Pinkham’s

Rainbow grange mat
Thoreday
with eighty members present.
The
and
fourth
degrees were conferred *
meeting
*
cl*“
of
"«*“• Washington'.
Saturday evening, Feb. 27, with seventyobserved in thn lecturer's
two members and six riti.ors present.
hour *
After business the following program was I the close ol the grange, all retired to
rendered: Reading, Ella Saunders; read- j dining-room where all enjoyed a h.Jj
ing, Lula Crabtree; farce, “The Nigger’s
Night School; song, Arthur Jellison;
SRDOWICK, 244.
duet, Valma tnd Amy Stratton. Pamola
Sedgwick grange meet Feb. 26
land
grange has recently purchased
The lectu*
I average number present.
known as the “Collins lot” on which to
; presented a pleasing program, which j.
build a hall.
; eluded a performance by Sister
Sunil
idge’s p«t dog, and a short dialog kl
ALAMOOflOOK. 406, EAST OHLAND.
Alamoosook grange held its regular three young men.
meeting Saturday evening with a good atMASSAPAqfA, 477, tOPTH BU-F.HIIi.
tendance. After the routine work, a pro! Masaapaqua grange met with
gram of readings, stories, songs snd cof,ir
tendance.
The scrap basket and
nundrums was furnished.
questi*
bo* were enjoyed by ail. The
evening,*
spent giving anecdotes of Wa.hingto.
HIGHLAND, 384, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
choe
er was furnished
Clam
met
Friday evening, ,
Highland grange
by the
An original poem waa read by tiau
with a large attendance, and about fortyn„.
two visitors present.
After business the i rick. The question, “Resolved, Tbeco,
third degree was exemplified in a pretty is more benefit to the farmer than th
and impressive manner by a degree team horse,” was discussed.
of ladies from Castine grange. The ranOOOD WILL, 376, AMHKKSr.
didatc wss also instructed on (be fourth
Good Will grange met Feb. 27.
degree. Supper wss then served, after
TJ,*
which the lecturer presented the following waa a large member preacnt, with t,»
visitor*
from
Queen City grange, si**
Address of welcome. Miss
program:
Byrd Hatch; response. Worthy Master EUa Archer waa appointed editor of tt»
Heath, of Castine grange; reading, reci- grange paper. A good time wss enjo^
tations, a dialogue and duet, with remarks by all.
for good of the order by visitors. A rising
cairriKE, 250.
vote of thanks was ex'ended to the degree
Caatine grange met Feb. 27, with
abo*
team for its efficient work, and a rising
fifty patron# present. A good program*»
Tote of tbenks for hoepitality wes given
the
lecturer.
presented by
Caatinegritg,
Highland grange. The grange will meet met with Highland
grange Feb. 26, thg.
Saturday evening with Halcyon grange.
ty-thre« strong, a goodly number coni*
ering the travelling. There will be an allPENOBSCOT, 24C.
day meeting March 13, to which Penoh.
A Urge amount of business wm pretool. Highland, Narramiseic, Halcyon tad
sented and diapoaed of at the regular Verona
grangei are invited.
meeting Friday evening. Ten applications for membership were received, and
Waldorf Salad.
there are five in waiting to take the de“Wipe and pare apple*, then cut it
grees. The lecturer presented a abort pro- small
piece*”, write* Fannie Merritt Fie
gram. Next Friday evening the first and
mer
in
Ifunum’* Home Companm.
second degrees will be conferred, and all
“Mix with an equal quantity of fluelj-eg.
members are requested to be present. The
and moisten with inai mnta
lecturer announced that we would have a celery,
dressing. Mound on a nest of eriap Inon
that
the
date;
“pioneer*’ program
pro- tun leaves and
garnish with curled ctlnj
gram will be very enjoyable. All mem- and canned
pimentos* cut in strips tr
who
have
bers
any clothing representing
a ha pea.
the days
of our forefathers sre rc- fancy
“Curled celery often makes an attntqui»Lu tv wear same, *« it w til be approtive garnish, and I am wondering if yea
| ri*te to the occasion. A good number all know bow to
prepare it. Cut thick
have already signified their intent ion to
stalks of celery in two-inch pieces. Witt
comply with the lecturer's request.
e sharp knife, beginning at the outride ol
the atalka, making five cuts parallel to
NEW CENTURY, 366, DEDHAM.
each other, extending one third the leant
Make six ruts at rgk
Committees for the year were appointed of the pieces.
in New Century grange Feb. 27, as fol- angles to the cuts already made. Cut tt*
oilier cud in the same fashion
Put it*
lows:
Executive, E. W. Burrill, A. F. pieces in cold or i~ed water, and let itud
Cook, M. W. Ginn; finance, George for several hours.”
Brewster, G. A. Gray, H. P. Burrill; relief, Mabel Thompson, Laura Cook, Mary
(Turn Broth.
Burrill; entertainment, Marcia Blood,
Put a doten well-washed clams. ,n their
Ella Burrill, Ethel Fogg. The program sheila, in a covered aauce
pan over the fin.
was made up of singing by grange:
readWhen they steam and open, remove ttea
ings, Gertrude Wakefield, E. W. Burrill, from the shells. Having the juice. <*t I
Nettie Houston. Ella Burrill; stories, G. the clan}*, add the juice, and “imaer,
A. Gray, F. W. Fogg;
reading short putting in a little water; after title*
humorous clippings by other members.
minute*, strain, add a small enp of rid
milk and reheat but do not let it boil Pot
a spoonful of
2&4.
LAMOINE,
whipped cream on top ii
serving. This may be slightly ttnckeaid
Washington’s night was observed at La- for a change. Herve with
hot craeken.moine grange Tuesday, Feb. 23. After Circle Magazine.
was
a
carbusiness Washington program
ried out. An interesting paper on Washiftnmiannnnk.
ington was read by Thaddeus Hodgkins.
This was fo'lowed by readings by members pertaining to Washington’s life and
TMf McHb*
public services. Twenty-seven members

eZL

|

I

Are YOUR children Pale?
Are they thin , sleepless,
and lack the healthy appetite a child should have?
Nothing like

TRUE S ELIXIR:
for symptoms like those. 1
will do the work ninety-nine
times out of a hundred Buy
"
a flfty-cent bottle to-day.
has such a pleasant taste the
j
child will like It If It doesnt
j Improve the child to your
satisfaction, the druggist will
refund the money.

85c.

50c

Sl-00

I_I

j

GEORGE NICHOLLS

He has been a preacher
for years. lie is also an earnest Endeavorer and contributes an article
weekly to the organ of British Christian Endeavor societies, a vigorous
and entertaining account of doings in
parliament. It is much to the glory of
Christian Endeavor that our society
has so noble a representative in the
world’s greatest legislative assembly.
A recent article about Mr. Nicholls’
Work closed with this paragraph:
"I happened to speak to Mr. Nicholls
about a prospective engagement He
referred to his diary. Not a SuDday
free until June: Towns in every part
of the country were included in the
list A telegram arrived arranging for
a meeting on the morrow at Bournemouth. Mr. Nicholls was in 1907 on
eight committees In the house. He was
hosier than ever.’’

Workingman.

j

N'»

false

pretense has marked the

career

o4

Ely's Cream Balm. Being entirely harmless,
it is not responsible, like the catarrh snuffs
and powders, for minds shattered by cocaine,
The great value of Ely’s Cream Balm is tha*
it speedily and completely overcomes nasal
catarrh and hay fever. Back of this statement is the testimony of thousands and a
reputation of many years’ success. All druggists, 50c or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren
Street, New York.

One nation conies, another goes;
All ancient nations had their woes;
All things are changing as they must,
Mankind included with the re6t.

Lyman Smith.
Don’t let the

baby suffer from eczema, sores
itching of the skin. Doan’s Ointment
gives instant relief, cures quickly. Perfectly
sale for children. All druggists sell it.—Adel.
or any

mamma

electric heat.

right spirit to carry it out. Under this
plan any business undertaking is managed
by e committee; every man has one vote
Sl'ECIAL
MESSAGE OF PRESI- end only one vote; end every one gets
end
age,
profits according to what he sells or buys
I, j,sn impellent, apeed-mad
DENT ROOSEVELT.
even then light, ia the
or supplies.
It develops individual reelectricity, quicker
the
a
pace
to faithfully keep
ACCOMPANIED REPORT OF THE COM- sponsibility and has a moral as well as a
one agent
insatiable
set. This
financial value over any other plan.
hustling people has
MISSION ON COUNTRY LIFE REdone more to further
I desire only to take counsel with the
demand for speed has
CENTLY SUBMITTED.
of
electricity
farmers as fellow-citizens. It is not the
the wonderful development
one
than any
thing.
in the past 'cw years
To the Senate and House of Represen- problem of the farmers alone that I am
age bom
discussing with them, but a problem
In this “presa-tbe-button”
4 a Lives:
are demanded at
necessities and luxuries
I transmit herewith the report of the which affects every city as well as every
The malls are too
It is a problem
the touch of a finger.
commissiou on country life. At the out- farm in the country.
must
carry the
which the working farmers will have to
„l0w and electricity
set I desire to point out that not u doil.tr
the air over the seven
messages through
of the public money baa been paid to u..y solve for themselves; but it is a problem
is too cumbersome,
wilich also affects in only less degree all
seas! .fleam power
commissioner for his work on the commust bear the burdens!
the rest of us, and therefore if we can ren#„u electricity
mission.
too inconvenient and
der any help toward its solution, it is not
Oil aurt gas are
The report shows the general condition
our duty but out interest to dd so.
electricity must give light!
of farming life in the open country and only
been pronounced
The foregoing will, I hope, make it
ust of all, coal has
out its larger problems; it indipoints
must give beat!
clear why I appointed a commission to
archaic and electricity
cates ways iu which the government, nawaste over slow fires.
consider problems of farm life which
There is no time to
tional and state, may
the people how
—--

COUNTRY LIFE.

«

In Which It
Somel)ftlieNewts Device*
u*e<1.

instantaneous heat and
The demand is for
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120.1KX) answers to printed questions sent
by the department of agriculture, the
commission finds that the general level of
country life is high compared with any
preceding time or with any other land.
If it has in recent years slipped down in
some places, it has risen in more places.
Its progress has been general, if not
new
uniform.
devices.
Yet farming does not yield either the
devices which
Among the latest heating
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floors, dean the house, carry the coal or which, if applied, would enable him, over
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large areas, to double the production of
Tbe instantaneous water beater can be the farm.
attached to any wash stand or water pipe.
OBJECT OF COMMISSION.
The flowing water passes over the heated
The object of the commission on country
surfaces and is quite hot by the time it
is not to help the farmer
reaches tbe outlet. There could be nothing life therefore
mucker or more simple than this electric j raise better crope, but to call his attention
dBvehieuce. Another new device is tbe j to the opportunities for better business
After miladi has 1 and better living ou the (arm. If country
electric hair dryer.
washed her hair a press of a button starts life is to become what it should be, and
the hair dryer and a One breeze of bot air what I believe it ultimately will be—one
and
quickly dries tbe damp tresses. This of the most dignified, desirable,
device contains a small fan and two sought-after ways of earning a living—
electric heaters. The cold air passes over the farmer must take advantage not only
these heaters before it is projected from of the agricultural knowledge which is at
the machine by this fan. Then the curl- his disposal, but of the methods which
raise the
ing iron healer ia ready to keep the little have raised and continue to
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supply of hot water always on hand, as, needs and the facts. For example,
olter the water is heated, it takes bat a the obvious duty of the government to
call the attention of farmers to the growlittle current to keep it hot.
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have hitherto had far too little attention,
and the neglect of which has not only
held back life in the country, but also
lowered the efficiency of the whole nation. The welfare of the farmer is of
vital consequence to the welfare of the
whole community. The strengthening of
country life, therefore, is the strengthen-

it
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the commission

been
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of the whole nation.

The commission has tried to help the
farmers to see clearly their own proolem
and to see it as a whole; to distinguish
clearly between w hat the government can
do and what the farmers must do for
themselves; and it wishes to bring not
only the farmers but the nation as a whole
to realize that the growing of crops, though
an essential part, is only a part of country
life. Crop growing is the essential foundation; but it is no less essential that the
farmer shall get an adequate return for
what he grows; and it is no less essential—
indeed it is literally vital—that be and hit
wife and hit children shall lead the right
kind of life.
or

uui

reason,

u is oi me nrst

import-

the United State department of
agriculture, through which as prime agent
the ideas the commission stands for must
reach the people, should become without
delay in fact a department of country life,
fitted to deal not only with crops, but also
with all the larger aspects of life in the
ance

that

open country.
From all that has been done and learned
three great general and immediate needs
of country life stand out:
First, effective co-operation among farmers, to put them on a level with the
organized interests with which they do
business.
Second, a new kind of schools in the
country, which shall teach the children
as much outdoors as indoors and perhaps
for
more, so that they will prepare
country life and not as at present, mainly
for life in town.
Third, better means of communication,
including good roads and a parcels post,
which the country people are everywhere,
and rightly, unanimous in demanding.
To these may well be added better
sanitation; for easily preventable diseases
hold several million country people m
the slavery of continuous ill health.
The commission points out, and I concur in the conclusion, that the most important help that the government,
whether national or state, can give is to
show the people how to go about these
tasks of organization, education and communication with the best and quickest results. This can be done by the collection
and spread of information. One community can thus be informed of what other
communities have done, and one country
of what other countries have done. Such
help by [the people’s government would
lead to a comprehensive plan of organization, education and communication, and
make the farming country better to live
in, for intellectual and social reasons as
well as for purely agricultural reasons.
The government through the department
of agriculture does not cultivate any man’s
farm for him. But it does put at his service useful knowledge that he would not
In the same way the
otherwise get.
national and state governments might
put into the people’s hands the new' and
right

knowledge

of school

iwork.

The

of maintaining and developing the
schools would remain, as now, with the
people themselves.
task

APPROPRIATIONS RECOMMENDED.

only recommendation 1 submit is
that an appropriation of $25,000 be provided, to enable the commission to digest
the material it has collected, and to collect
and to digest much more that is within its
reach, and thus complete its work. This
would enable the commission to gather in
The

the harvest of

suggestion

which is result-

ing from the discussion it has stirred up.
The commissioners have served without
compensation, and 1 do not recommend
any appropriation for their services, but
only for the expenses that will be required
to finish the task that they have begun.
To improve our system of agriculture

vide adequate foundation; and where the
KITTKKY TO CABIBOU.
community at large is not financially
Patent* have been granted to Maine inprosperous it is impossible to develops
high average personal and community venton as follow*:
E. M. Lawrence,
ideal. In short, the fundamental facts of
J. E. Smith,
human nature apply to men and women Lubec, flaking machine;
•
who live in the country just as they applj Portland, fireman's belt.
to men and women who live in the towns.
Bangor republicans, last Wednesday
Given a sufficient foundation of material
renominated Mayor John F. Woodnight,
well being, the influence of the farmers
farmers’ wives on their chilaren
becomes a factor of first importance in
determining the attitude of the next generation toward farm life.
The farmer
should realize that the person who most
needs consideration on the farm is his
wife. I do not in the least meau that she
should purchase ease at the expense of
duty. Neither man nor woman is really
happy or really useful save on conditions
of doing his or her duty.
If the woman shirks her duty as housewife, as home keepei, as the mother whose
prime function it is to bear and rear a
sufficient number of healthy children,
then she is not entitled to our regard.
But if she does her duty she is more entitled to our regard even than the man
who does his duty; and the man should
show special consideration for her needs.
I warn my counfrymen that the great 1
recent progress mad« in city life is not a 1
full measure of our civilization; for our1
civilization rests at bottom on the wholesomeness, the attractiveness, and the completeness, as well as the prosperity, of life
in the country. The men and women on
the farms stand for what is fundamentally
best and most needed in oar American
life. Upon the development of country
life rests ultimately our ability, by
methods of farming requiring the highest
intelligence, to contififce to feed and
clothe the hungry nations; to supply
the city with fresh blood, clean bodies,
and clear brains that can endure the terrific strain of modern life; we need the
development of men in the open country,
who will be in the future, as in the past,
the stay and strength of the aation in
time of war, and its guiding and controlling spirit in time of peace.
1
Theodore Roosevelt.
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Government inspectors at Boston Thursday, seized 3,200 cans of blueberries put
up at Mil bridge, on the charge of under- j
weight. The cans were marked "two j
pounds”, but the inspectors claimed that

they

1rsrHalr
Health

only a pound and a half.
Emerson, for a great many
years one of the best-known sea captains
in the coasting trade, died at a hospital
in Biddeford Thursday, aged seventycontained

Samuel

three years. The
last schooner he

Addie Jordan was the
commanded. He never
recovered from the effects of a lall sustained last fall.
The
meeting of the State
board of trade will be held at Gardiner
Tuesday, March 16. Thu business m.eiing
will be held in the Coliseum at 10.33 a. in.
In the afternoon there will addresses on
“What is the Matter with the Maine
Apple?” Charles A. Bean, Portland; “The
Conservation of Maine’s Water Resources,”
Prof. F. C. Robinson, Brunswick; “Ways
in Which a Board of Trade Can Encourage
semi-annual
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aching back is instantly relieved by an
application of Sloan’s Liniment.
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LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

salt ahall weigh 60
A buahtl of Liverpool
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The slaudard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order an 1 tit for shipping, Is 60 pouuds,
of tipples, 44 pou rids.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and fit for shipping, la 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 6*
pou mis; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 52,
pounds; of carrots, KngPsh turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
ol barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats
32 pounds, or even measure as nv agreement.
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Halibut,
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gives permanent
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1
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sc
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Meats and Provisions.
Pork, B.
Reef, B:

and

congestion,

as

Groceries.
Coflee

Memory.

Emerson wns a notable sufferer from
the vagaries of memory. Hts biographer relates that he met him one day
In Boston apparently at a loss fer
something and asked him where he
"To dine,” said Emerson,
wns going.
“with a very old and dear friend. I
know where she lives, but I hope she
won't ask me her name.” And then he
proceeded to describe her as “the
mother of the wife of the young man
—the tall man—who speaks so well,”
and so on, until his Interlocutor guessed to whom he was referring. Even
the names of common objects often
failed Yilm completely. On one occasion when he wanted an umbrella he
said: “I can't tell Its name, but I can
Strangers take It
tell Its history.
away.” This falling of Emerson led to
a
pathetic scene when he attended
Longfelfftw’s funeral and remarked as
be gazed nt the coffin, “He was a
sweet and beautiful soul, but I have
entirely forgotten his name.”

to me the most urgent of the tasks
which lie before us. But it can not, in
my judgment, be effected by measures
which touch only the material and technical side of the subject; the whole business and life of the farmer must also be
taken into account. Such considerations
led me to appoint the commission on
country life. Our object should be to help
develop in the country community life as
well as of personal character. One of the
most important adjuncts to this end must
be the country church, and I invite your
attention to what the commission says of
country church and of need of an extension of such work as that of the Young
Men’s Christian Association in country
communities. Let me lay special emphasis upon what the commission says at the
ideals
very end of its report on personal
and local leadership. Everything resolves
itself in the end into the question of personality. Neither society nor government
A stranger approached a little girl who
can do much for country life unless there
interviews with the
was accustomed to
is voluntary response in the personal
ideals of the men and women who live in usual questions. “What your name, little
the country. In the development of char- girl?” The little girl, without looking up
acter, the home should be more important from her sand pile, replied: “My name
is Edith, and I’m four. She’s my little
than the school or than society at large.
When once the basic material needs have sister; her name’s Mildred, and she’s two,
been met, high ideals may be quite inde- I don’t want to go with you and be your
pendent of income; bnt they can not be little girl, and you can’t steal my little
realised without sufficient income to pro- sister.”
seems

man

New Industrie* in a Community,” A. W,
McCsuslsnd, Gardiner.
George ttelwyn Kimball, the well-known
I author and Bangor resident, died Monday
! in th4 McLean hospital in Boston. A few
weeks sgo he suffered a general narrow
cotiapsc one. it is believed, to over-work
in tbe flnisbing i>f a book on whlohho

Sloan’s book

on
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eso* L°J
make
HH.mtirt; 50 cents for ihr*-«* months;
will
in
the
England
self-supporting
lane!
cents
I ate Wednesday. Passed to be engrossed
strict!\ in udvttticc, #' 5*» "•* Hn*l
th!.*
after years of suffering. For one so young
production of timber if successfully carresin irti vely.
Single copies 5 cents. All srift!
walk
as
Passed
to
be
enacted
catch
through
you
you
Thursday.
yeeter- ried out.
of #2 per Hyacinth’ll
she had more than her share of sorrow
N'aragt s are reckoned at the rate
the dell.
car
i day.
The report embraces two separate pro- and pain, yet sbe had borne it all so brave.*dv« rtisir g Rates— A»c reasonable and will be
Funuy kinds cf folk about—you never can
The bills to separate the towns of Isle
and patiently th-.t h^r life furnishes a
on
auown
made
posals, involving the forestation in one ly
appiicntion.
tell
au
Haul
and
from
Hancock
tttonington
|
case of
9,009,000. and in the other of striking example of Christian fortitude
Just when a dandelion’s going to make a
and
annex
them
to
Knox
county
county,
Busltn sscoBitnuniCJttlona should be addre-c-ed
5,000*000 acres. The former proposal calls! and forbears nee.
spring
which were tabled Tuesday of last week
p
to, nr-- all check a and mooet «nlew roa
Mrs. Higgins has for some years made
for the forest planting of 150,000 acres a !
Right across the meadow.* where the blueiik Hancock County publishing
auk- to
on motion of Senator Staples,
of
Knox
her home with her father, where she was
birds sing!
Co Eil-worth. Maine.
year for sixty years at an annual cost of I
were
of
in
the
county,
finally disposed
f450,000at the beginning to over $15,000 at tenderly cared for by him and an equally
Violet’ll see you when you come along the
Senate Wednesday, when they were taken
devoted step-mother.
She leaves one
This week’s edition of The
the end of the period.
way.
from the table and the committee report,
I wady ju.-t to start in and play:
After the fortieth year, however, the daughter, Eleanor, aged eleven years.
American is 2,.'t.r>0 copies.
“ought not to pass, was accepted.
Funeral services were held at the home
Buds'll soon be bursting, and I'm sure as I
forest would
become
self-supporting.
The bill providing for the election of
can be
com5
After eighty years, the forest w ould have yesterday afu ruo.fn, Rev. P. A. A. Killam,
2,528 A daffodill is
Average for the year of 1908,
nodding in the garden bed State secretary, treasurer and attorney
of the Baptist church, of w Inch deceased
a value of $2,810,000,000, whfch is $535,000,Sun.
JSoitimore
tome!
general by direct vcle of the people, in- 000 in excess of the cost of
Beautiful
producing it, was a member, officiating.
stead of by the legislature, was turned
WEDNESDAY MARCH 3, 1909.
and would yield a net annual revenue of dowers bore the last silent tribute of
down in the Senate Wednesday by a vote
CO I’ N TV GOSSIP.
$87,500,000, or $9.73 per acre from land frauds and relatives who have tried to
of 19 to 10. The House refused to concur
make brighter the last years of this young
now barely producing 50 cents per acre.
The voters of Ellsworth endorsed
to 131,
Bar Harbor, by a vote of 418
I and asked for conference.
While these estimated returns are more life.
the past year’s administration of city yesterday voted to build the long-discusThe bill to amend charter of the Hanthan '«.alf again as much as the highly
affairs hv returning to office Mayor sed causeway to Bar island.
JOHN B. WrSWKLL.
cock County Railroad Co. was passed to be
nag?
developed forests of Saxony yield, it is
F. F. Simonton and the three repubt,Bk?j!
John B. Wiswell died at hia home on
in
the Senate
engrossed
Wednesday.
less than the net revenue
a suggestion of early spring in
is
There
considerably
Tbe
two
board.
lican aldermen of the
State street Monday, in the seventy-first
Passed to be engrosssed in House Thursfrom the historic town forest of Zurich,
the two large flocks of wild geese seen at I
democratic members of the past year's
year of his age. Mr. Wiswell had been in j
day, with Senate amendment. Passed to j
theSihlwald. In volume, the
the Mt. Desert toll-bridge last Sunday.
Switzerland,
libel!**!
failing health for some months past, but
! be enacted yesterday.
board are succeeded by republicans,
annual estimated wood production would
an injury received two weeks ago while
The act to authorise the town of Caatine
t
the democrats putting no ticket in the
exceed the present annual wood imports
The Ellsworth reunion in Boston last
working about his horse in its stall,
Held. Aid. Staples, of ward four, re- week brought together more than four- to construct and maintain a water system to England by 500,000 “loads”.
was given first reading in the Houae Wedhastened hia death.
;
tires after three years’ service, two of hundred residents and former residents of
Great Britain has long been dependent probably
Mr. Wiswell was born in Monson, but
! nesday. Passed to be engrossed Thurswhich were under republican adminis- Hancock county.
upon outside sources for her wood supplies. came to Ellsworth over
forty years ago
day. Passed to be engrossed in Senate But the
tration. Aid. Jordan, of ward five,
constantly increasing demand for from Sears port, and was first
employed as
yesterday.
E.
C.
has
nomiwith
the
Burleigh
overdrain
Congressman
wood,
together
He
already
was
has had one year’s service.
blacksmith by Silas Saunders at Ellsworth
The act to close Donnell’s pond to ice
of Bar
made
nated
John
these
Kirkby
indicates
a
Suminsby,
upon
sources,
renominated by the democrats of his
Falls.
Later he went to work for the
two days in the week, was
world shortage of wood unless those counHarbor, for Annapolis military academy. fishing except
Halls doing mill work and horseshoeing
ward, bat withdrew when the demo- Suminsby is eighteen years of age and will passed to be engrossed in the House Wed- tries which now have to
are
able
to
import
He was an expert at hia trade, and hia bydivorce.
crats decided to leave a clear field for
nesday. Read and assigned in Senate establish
be graduated from the Bar Harbor high
and maintain their forest indeWherefore aht praya that the **ld direr**
work was in demand. He opened a blackthe republicans. He was prominently school in June. He will take his exami- Thursday. Passed to be engrossed Friday.
may be decreed and that she mar
and
the
needed
wood
at
grow
pendence
smith shop on School street, and later custody of her two minor children. U> b*v*tk*
Passed to be enacted yesterday.
wit, Mr
mentioned for the democratic nomi- nations at Annapolis
in
home.
April. The
moved to the shop near the Hale stable, daughters Ortches M. Horn, aged foartm
1 he judiciary committee on Wednesday i
nation for mayor, but refused to alternate to Suminsby is Samuel Alton
years, and Evelyn L. Horn, aged three yean.
Most of the countries of Europe hive
where he continued in business until hia
voted to report favorably on toe bill proDated this 2Mb day of February, a. d. ;wk
taken care to keep up the home wood outaccept. With tbe knowledge of city Herrick, of Brooklin.
Etta h. Hoag.
He was president of the local
death.
viding for the retirement on half pay of j
affairs gained daring the past year,
STATE OF MAINE.
put by lookiug after their forests before branch of the National Horsethosrs asof
the supreme and superioi court
justices
THE STORY OF A TESTAMENT.
County
or
were
Haivcocs
they
as.—February 25, m.
the new administration should be able
destroyed or hoplessly depleted, sociation.
who shall have served consecutively for
subscribed and sworn to by tbe said EttaL
and managing them for a sustained annual
It wu in 1861 when the call for troops
to profit by experience, and give the
Mr. Wiswell enlisted as fourth lieu- H rn this ;6th day of February, a. d IMS.
ten years and retire at the age of seventy
reached Bucksport. Among the young men
yield about equal to the demand. The tenant of Co.
Before me.
eity a careful and economical adminD., 4th Maine volunteers,
years.
Pannv W. Rh'h»«w»,
British Isles, however, are practically
who enlisted was James E. Hall. He was
istration.
but owing to friction among the officers
The act to extend charter of the8tonJustice of the Peace.
of productive forests.
a manly fellow, young, full of energy and
stripped
STATE
of the regiment he resigned, and did not
OF MAINE.
ington Electric Light A Power Co. was
If Great Britain is to grow her own
enthusiasm. Before starting on their way
Hancock
to be engrossed in the Senate
sv—Supreme Judicial Court. It
go to the front.
It is not nsnal for the cabinet of a kind friends supplied each soldier with a passed
vacation. Ellsworth. March A D. 1909.
she will have to begin at.the beginHe was an admirer of horses, and kept
Read and assigned in House wood,
Upon the foregoing Libel. Ordered: That
Thursday.
President to be announced before his pocket testament.
on
treeless
ning. set out the seedlings
tbe Libellant give notice to the said Libclkv
one or more in training for racing on local
Friday.
to
and wait for them to reach
The engagement at Cold Harbor was
appear before the Justice of our Suprtm
inauguration. There has always been
tracks. He had been a familiar figure on Judicial
In the House Thursday the motion of ground,
Court, to be holden at Ellsworth,
marketable sire. The commission recomdoubt and uncertainty until after the over. As a Confederate officer was wheelwithin and for the County of Hancock, oo the
the tracks in this section for years.
Patlangall, of Waterville,
Representative
Second Tuesday of April A. D. 1909. by ptfc*
official announcement of the Presi- ing his battalion into line, a companion to indefinitely postpone the resolve in mends that this work of starting future
He leaves a widow and one son, Gilmore liabing an attested copy of said Libel sad
dent from the White House. It is, soldier banded him a pocket testament, favor of the enlargement of the state national forests from the seed be under- L. Wiswell, of thit city. Funeral services this order thereon, three weeks suco-salwiy
j in tbe Ellsworth American, a newspapvr
which he had found on the field, saying,
taken “as a sound and remunerative inwill be held at the bouse to-morrow after- i printed In Ellsworth in our County
however, characteristic of the candor “Here is a memento of the battle.” The house was defeated by a vote of eighty- vestment”.
of Hu*
cook, the last publication to be tweuu dsyiat i
one to fifty-five.
noon at 2 o’clock.
and non-secretiveness of the Presileast prio* to tbe second Tuesday of April
Union troops marched on, w*earied and |
There is no question, the report says,
next, tnat he may there and then in ouraud
dent-elect that the country now with broken ranks, to Petersburg, and | The Mt. Desert automobile bill, tabled that
substantially the anticipated results
Court appear and answer to said libel.
1 last week and assigned for
Thursday, was can be obtained.
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the commission that “the production of
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A true copy of the Lib«! and Order of Cowt
The Donigan bridge bill was defeated in
partner of the firm of F. J. Chenev A
thereon.
Chicago, of the treasury portfolio, the die. His work was ended. It was dark in ! the Senate by a vote of eighteen to eleven timber in Great Britain will be more rapid senior
Co., doing business in the C'itv of Toledo,
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk
than in Saxony”, which was selected tor County and State aforesaid, aud that said firm
cabinet of the new President is ar- many a home that day.
and the minority report favorThursday,
wi I
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL- | frHR
The souvenir of battle, the testament,
subscribers, Richard A. Cleerr.annnU
comparison on account of the close re- LAKHpay
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1908, F. L. Walker, the Confederate officer,
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reading
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and Mir. Wilson, the venerable secre- “Does the owner of this book still live?
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moot was reported favorably on Friday.
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and State of Maine, tbelr agrni in -odd $taH*
at his present post. The present a sister.” Ascertaining the location of Given first reading inyllouae
1 national economy. This is further proved
Df Maine, as required by law.
yesterday.
Ail ponoH
he wrote a letter of inquiry to
the fact that there are a number of pricabinet will be distinguished for a Bucksport,
having demand* against the estate of md
The resolve authorising the land agent to by
the postmaster. A satisfactory reply being
AaU.
deceased sre desired to present the use hr
vate forests which, though but indifferJfot
to
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D.
remarkably strong battery of eminent received, a letter followed, with the sim- convey
George
Trask, of East
settlement, end all Indebted thereto are it*
their owners
ently managed, are
COTTAGE and stable on eastern i guested to make payment immediately.
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bay,
given first reading in
on the bench as it were in the cabinet son who died June
Wilson Evas. Jx.
The proposal of the commission is from Ellsworth. Containing three chamber*,
18, 1864, after three
February 25, 19W.
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Legislative News of Interest to Hancock County Headers.

out,
The linnet and the robin and the whole fine
rout:
The bumblebee’ll bite you, and first thing you

»T.tTK of
Cocmtt or Hancock m.:
To the Honorable Justice of the Sunrem* idtcihl Court nett to be held a|
th*
within and for the countv of
the second Tuesday of April, a. d.
8. HORN, of Tremont. in
said con*
JUJ
ty of Hancock, and brate of
or r.dward L. Horn, formerly of «t*id
Tremor.*
but whose prerent residence or whereaho«r
is not known to your libellant and cannot k!
ascertained by reasonable di.igence.
fully represents: That her maiden nan,..;
Kttu 8 tiilley; that she was lawfully
to the said Edward L. Hon ixt
in aaid town of Tremont on the l8ih
August, a. d. 1887. by Wilson Guptil!,
tice of the peace; that she cohabited in
State with the said Edward L. Horn after
marriage. living together as husband 7J;
wife at said Tremont; that your libellant h,
always couducted herself toward her ..E
husband if* a faithful, true and afTerilr,*.,
wile: that said Edward .... Horo since the
marriage has treated tour libellant with#*
treuie cruelty: that the said Edward L
Ho»
since the said marriag? has been gmity
cruel and abusive treatment to jour libel!.*,
in that on a certain day. to wit: the tnth
Of March, a. d. liA.0. at Rockland, in the ron/
tv cl Kuo*, lu said Slate of Maine. the
Edward L. Horn, without sufficient .utV
struck your libellant in the face with h».
hand, causing her great pain and bodm .«#
fering, also tn that on a certain day toas
Marcn 1*. a. d IW. at Portland, in the
of Cumt erland. m »sid State of Maine thi
satd Edward L. Horn wthout snffeit-it cam*
threstei e f great bodily harm an t
danger til
the life of your lUwllam, he the sail* !
<iwa
L Horn, then and there having an
)u
and
also
in
hand,
that at said P*«tland ana
certain day, to wit. December 5, a. n. s -, .v*
said Edward L. Horn without suffico n- r*ni*
did violently and severely cboke vouriibeU
laut by cluuhlng her throat with h:s
causing her great pain and injury, t. *:1
said Edward L. Horn, since the said mar
has been guilty of gross and confirmed
of intoifcation from the use of Intoxicating
liquors; that since said marriage said KdwaJ
L. Horn being of sufficient ability
anle to lanor and provide for your
has cruelly and wantonly refused a„d B#.
glected to provide suitable ma.nteuaDcefor
you libellant; that your libellant raided la
said Mint* of Maine when the cause* of di.
vorce accrued a* aforesaid, and that she
hi*
also resided here, to wit. In said Tiemonti*
good faith for one year prior to the commencement of these proceedings: that then
i* no collusion between your libellant **4
said Edward L. Horn to obtain a divorce; Uua
your libellant believes it re»aonabls ta4
proper. coiMucive to domestic bar mot **4
consistent with the peace and morality bf as
ciety that the bonds of matrimony betntm
her and her said husband should be diaaalv*

MRS. MAUD WOODWARD HtOOINS.
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cabinet are distinguished members of
the legal profession.

of

mal school

Cormponomn.
A

Coming Governor.
School

(Portland Evening Expreet.)
“Coming events cast their shadows
before. The prophetic shadow has fallen
across
the
editorial sanctum of the
Bangor Nines, and tbe editor makes a prediction that, when it is fulfilled, will bring
joy to the hearts of all Portlanders. The
tribute to the work that Col. Boothby has
done for Maine, aside from all political

favor of the Castiue norreceived final passage in the

resolve in

twenty-two years.

Funds.

Ellsworth, March 2,1909.

b'iew of

the fact that the

measures

that

being proposed in the United
are so much simpler and less ex-

ire now

House yesterday.
The judiciary committee has voted to
report favorably on the bill authorizing
the Bar Harbor A Union River Power Co.
to acquire the property and franchises of
the Ellsworth Power Supply Co.

States

aensive.

dready

In this country the forests
the ground.
All that

on

accessary is to bring them to
lull productiveness.

a

state of

of The American.
1 t>e present annual production o( forests
The American of Feb. 24, in refern the t'nited States is scarcely more than
ring editorially to the financial statement
Story of a Woodcock.
;welve cubic feet per acre of all Itinda of
of the school board, you crested the imOne of the most interesting traits about
s-ood.
The centuries of experience in
pression that the small deficits of #45.15 the woodcock is the fact of its conveying Jaxony, Sw itzerland and France showand #15.08 in the text-book and school- S its young through the air. This has been
bat the same hind of land will grow three
house tunas were due to the extravagance known for a century, but the first observeo eight times as much wood under wise
of the present board. I wish to correct ers made a mistake in
that
the
supposing
lores! management. Protection and
propsignificance of the News editorial, is just that impression.
young were carried with the bill or claws ir cutting begun now and
ateadily foland deserved. The New, Feb. 8, says:
As you stated, in addition to the appro- of the parent bird. The truth is that
lowed as a policy will keep America from
“The Maine Central railroad, acting in priation of #400 for the schoolhouse fund, when the bird w ishes to
convey her young ■caching a
point, where, 'like Great
conjunction with the Boston & Maine ihere was credited a balance of #232.91 one from a place of
to
one
of
danger
safety, Britain, it will be necessary, except in the
railroad, ha9 helped to advertise Maine from the
before.
As
a
of
matter
the
is
year
fact,
tifty thing
and Maine industries and Maine opportugentlj? pressed between | prairie region, to start the forests of the
nities amazingly. Col. F. E. Boothby, the no such balance existed, for immediately i the feet and against the breast, the aid of
'uture from the seed, and wait for them to
highly-trained and energetic general’ pas- after recording it, the outgoing adminis- the bill being resorted to only when the
j [tow.
senger agent of the Maine Central road, tration drew from it
and that, too,
burden
has
been
taken
#125.90,
hastily
up.
has devoted the best years of a very busy
A tithe of the great outlay which the
An eminent
and useful life toward advertising’Maine without recording the fact on the office :
uaturalist
**One
says:
British commission contemplates would
and calling widest attention to what books. I was not aware of this, and in morning
on
a
sitting
gray stone I saw a
asily guarantee this country’s forest inMaine is, to what Maine hopes to become,
consequence the present board w|p not. dark eye which was fixed upon mine from
and to what Col. Boothby believes Maine'
iepeudi-uee for all time. And the wood
till
months
when
on
later,
I
the
bed
of
leaves
before
investigation
will become.
me, when sudleaded each year could be got out of the
“He does not deny that tbe idea of I discovered the fact, and straightened out denly the little head of a
young woodcock forests right along.
getting new business for the Maine Cen- the office accounts.
out
from
the
feathers of the old
peeped
tral railroad has been in the back of his
A similar condition existed in the textone’s breast, uttering that plaintive cry
bead all the time.
Nevertheless Col.
Chicken Broth.
book
from
fund,
which
had
similarw
for
nich
#73.31
language has no sign. There
Boothby has worked for much more than
Get a small fowl and cut it up; cover
You will see that in both were two more young
any other railroad or all railroads while ly been drawn.
to
woodcocks,
and,
with
cold
water
and let it simmer, adding
striving to be helpful to Maine, and nas these cases the amounts so drawn were relieve the
anxiety of the mother, I left mlflcient
really succeeded in making Maine more
boiling water from time to time
her.
widely and more favorably known than larger than the deficits.
0 keep it just covered.
After (our or five
As to our schoolhouses, the money
any other person who has ever lived in
Near the place where I found her there
ap- j
lours, when the meat has fallen from the
Maine.
propriated for their repair is ample if was a soft green strip, such as woodcock*
“What is more, the chances are that the
take it up and strain off the
liquor;
judiciously expended, but this very lack love. 1 had no doubt that the family >ones,
voters of Maine, in recognition of his unet it grow- perfectly cold and remove all
made it impossible to correct all last year, would be there next
selfish labors in their behalf, will, within
day, and as I passed
he fat; season with salt and
a few years, nominate and elect Col. Boothpepper and
ind in consequence some of our buildings near I turned aside to see what
they were j >ut it back on the
by as governor of Maioe. as an entirely it ill need overhauling to
Hre; if very strong, add
keep the bad doing. Upon a dry bank 1 almost stumbled 1
inadequate though appreciative reward for from
little boiling water; put in a half-teabecoming much worse.
over a bird, which rose at
his endeavors.”
my feet, and as
poonful of rice or barley or tapioca and
As to text- books, the annual appropria- ! it darted
through the trees I saw that it et it
just simmer till it is tender, and serve;
tions are ample to maintain an excellent had something in its claws, and at the
Daughters of 1812.
ir, w hen strained, add half as much cream
At the annual meeting of tbe national supply if the books be properly cared for, same time I heard the plaintive cry of
is broth; serve, very hot, witha sandwich.
but this has not been the case. I know young w oodcock’s just under
my feet.
society of the IT. S. D. 1812 held in New
When a good sized fowl is
used, remove
that hundreds of booRs have been lost and i I looked down—there were
tw'o, and I
jart or ail of the breast before
York, Jan. 7-8, an appeal from the pastor
cooking
and never replaced. This year thought a hawk had carried off the third, , ind
simmer until tender and the
of the church in
it;
chop
Dartmoor, England destroyed
and
killed the mother. This,
we saved much by
vater is absorbed, and cream it for a
perhaps
patching and mending. however,
I found, on following the bird, ! ■econd meal.
(which out American soldiers helped to
When only part of the broth
bnild while prisoners of war of 1812), ask- Besides, we have insisted on the proper j wras the old wroodcock, which, being
s used, set
the rest with
and
care of books,
kept a true account of them, ! flushed again, suddenly after a low flight nake a little mold of jelliedjelatine
ing aid to help preserve the building, met
chicken by
and collected for destruction and loss. of only a few yards, dropped what it was
of the white meat cooked with
ising
with ready response, $150 being pledged in
part
carrying—her own young woodcock.’'
But we are still forced to use
t.—Circle Magazine.
five minutes toward a memorial window
many books, ;
that, from their bad condition, should
costing $1,250.
"Y»u talk about posters ana your nas. upon to*
Men are always wanting to do some
At tbe meeting of the Maine society at long ago have been discarded.
fence.
I make no mention of the deficit in the i
[reat thing. Let them overcome thetnPortland Feb. 9, It was toted to contribute
But they ain't the kind n* mediums that appeals ! lelves, for that ia the
greatest conquest
school fund except to say that it was un- I
to common sense;
toward it, nod each member has been
Henry Urummond.
avoidable on account of the cut made in You
asked to earn a dollar and bring or send
may talk about your dodgers, and your
the last city appropriation.
circulars and such,
to the meeting in April.
Lens Sympathy and More
But 1 calculate they don't assist an advertiser
Help
Respectfully,
j
for the Irrnnltard.
much;
J. A. Scott, 8npt.
It was, they say, the custom of the pious
And especially In winter, when the snow Is on
Ou the one hand he finds himself
Jews of old, whatever delight they took in
the ground,
barred from industrial
any creature, to give to God the glory of it.
Begin the morning by saying to thyself,
positions, obI wonder where your posters and
When they smelled a flower, they said, I shall meat the
of censure; on the other hand he
-your
dodgers
ject
busybody, the ungrateful,
can be found?
“Blessed be He that made this flower arrogant, deceitful, envious and
learns that he can be cured of his adunsocial.
aweet;” if they atea morsal of bread, But J, who hava seep the nature of the But within the oosy homestead, when the parlor liction. Take the
Keeley Cure—it is
“Blessed be He that appointed bread to
stove's aglow,
good, that it is beautiful, and of the bad,
perpetual. Begin life anew. A good
map’s , h$art.” Mmtthew that it is ugly, can be injured by none of The newspaper Is read aloud to
strengthen
we
wwition
awaits
everyone
you if you are cuied.
Henry.
them.—Marcum Awreliue,
know."
To the Editor
In

—

j

—

Keeley In-stCtute, Portland. Maine.

ri^u7rC»

maoazin e
vice» of a man in Ellsworth and vicinity
to look after expiring subscriptions and to
tecure new
business by meaiiS of special
methods uuusua ly effective; position permanent: prefer one with experience, nut would
:onsider any applicant with trood natural
justifications; salary #1.50 per day. with commission option. Addrrsx, with reter»-nce* R. !
D. P«ac<*ca. Room IC2, Success Magazine !
Bldg.. New York.

Success

YOU WANT TO GO TO COLLEGE?
so we can
help jou. We have already
through college bv means ol
>ui pl»n.
Write to-day for full information
regarding our offer of a free scholarship in
tny school or college.
Address, Robert J.
3hKHlock. 29-3. East 22d airtei. New York
¥

DELPHIA,
deceased, and given bonds as the law- dtrec*
And that the said Richard A. < iremana,*•
tiding out of the State of Maine, baa *p
pointed Edward B Meant. wb>.'« address
Mount Desert street. Bar Harbor, intk*
county of Hancock, and State of Maine. W
agent in tbe said Stale of Main-, as
by law. All persona having demand* agsB"
me estate'of said deceased are d -dred top**
rent the same lor settlement, ami .a'. ::»dcHK
thereto sre requested to make pay^oeall■•
:.kexa*&
Rich d A.
mediately.
February 23.1909.

reqnJJ

If
DOhundreds
l>ut

Dity

v

1

A.

Pennsylvania, hereby girea
wes duly appointed administrator, wits*
will annexed, of the
IOSEPH TAG1ERT

j

MAN

Special

P. o. Hum

ding,

estate

of

MACAULEY. late of**

PHILADELPHIA
Irceased, and given bonds as the law direct
tnd that the ssid Joseph A. Klinger re«®
»utof the Htate of Maine, ha* appoint* «
ward B
Mears. whose address isM*®**
t>esert street. Bar Harbor, in the const?'
Hancock, and Htate of Maine, hi* ap~!'
he said Htate of Maine, as required OJM*
U! persona having deiuaud* against
^te of said deceased ar* desired • -> l1**"
he same for settlement, and all
hereto are lequestrd t*. make payasf’1*"
Jo.-arn A
ueoiateiy.
February 24. 1d* 9.
_

>otiCfB.
and

«“

Klinges.
Joseph
of Pniiadctpbia. Commonweal**'
THEcitysubscriber.
notice thatM*

1

around 50 to look after our business
in this county.
Special inducement
his month, permanent.
C. R. Bruit A Co
Nurserymen, Manchester, Conn.

U. 8. Customs

Cieenaaaajf

::\ieLd ■
Pennsylvania, hereby gives notice thatW:
bva been duly appointed adminUijator, vs*
ihe will annexed, of the estate ot
SARAH STRATTON, late of said PHILAof

CBantrti.

are

is

Richard A.
THEtbeaubaerlber,
city ot Pnlladelphia.

closed with wire screens. Will sell all furnished. G. A. Pakciri, Ellsworth.

*

Ellsworth, Mr., March 3. i»oa.
proposals wnl be
I^EALED
Cl building until 2o’clo:k

leceired at this
m., March ic.
p
1M>. for furnishing fuel,
lights, water, ice.
niscellaneous suppllts, washing towels, haulug ssbes. and sprinkiing streets for this
milding curing the fiscal year ending June
subscriber. Richard A.
W. i91U. or such portion of the \ear as may be
the city of Philadelphia. CoininonsH™
leemcd advisable.
The right to reject any
1 vania, hereby give- nonce that
Pei.nay
tnd a’! bids is all reserv'd by the
Treasury I >een duly appointed aduiinis- rator. wita
Henry Whiting,
Department.
! will annexed, of the estate of
HARIA M’CAULEY. late of >*id **HiW

inot»£

Cleeiuss*;*

I^HE

__Custodian.

DELPHI A.
Iecea*ed. aud given bonds as the law dir#
tnd that the said Richard A CieeniaaB.*
tiding out of the Htate of Main®.
jointed Edward B. Mears. whose; *ddfa
* Mount Desert street. Bar Harbor.
^
ouuty of Hancock, and Mute of Mat®
igent in the said Htate of Maine, a*
>y law. All persons having deiunuaa
be estate of aaid deceased are desired
tent the same for settlement, and al*
hereto are requested to make pay me**1 ^
Richd A. Club****
liately.
February 2ft, 19C9.

Ccgislatiuf Uotitfs.
HIT IKK

ON SKA AND MiOhK
FISHERIES
Committee on Sea and Shore Fisheries
will hold a public beariug in the office of
.he commissioner of sgriculture at the
State
House In Augusta. Tuesday, March 9. at 2
/clock p. ra.
No. 43. On the petition of W. E. Hunt and
'A others, of Harpswell, for
changes in the
obster laws.
__-No. 46. On an act fo amend Section 44. of
41
of the Revised statutes, relating
chapter
subscriber, Charles H. Lang#
8
o the taking of smells.
city of Philadelphia,
to*
No. 52. On the petition of John E. HamPennsylvania, hereby gives notice
nond and 41 others, citizens of Hancock
>een duly appointed administrator1
rill annexed, of the estate of
:euniy. for the passage of a bill
cf
t close time on lobsters in certain
ARM ANTIN'E M. COFFIN
waters In I
Hancock county, in July and August.
PHILADELPHIA,
No. 53. On the petition of F. W. Beal and 57
I
>thers for the better
and given bonds as the law
protection of lobsters.
j leceased,
that the said Charles H. Lang.
g
John P. Kelley,
Secretary. I knd
>ut of the Htate of Maine, has
uotf
rard B. Mears. whose addres*
®
JUDICIARY.
to*
in
Jesert street. Bar Harbor,
Committee on Judiciary will
m
Hancock, and State of Maine. bl#,
give a
public bearing in its room at the State
he said Htate of Maine, as reqMired.
nouse in Augusta.
March 9, 1909 at
ill persona having demand# again
Tuesday,
^
to
P- ***• *2®- 0°
»ct legalizing the assessate of said deceased are desire*
*
ot *•*«• in the
he same for aettlement, and »•
#t ti
3 of
Sllsworth. lor the years 1908 and 1904. city
hereto are requested to make
Chas Hoedlately.
CLAIMS.
Febrnary
Committee on Claims will give a pubTWE snbacriber hereby
lic bearing in iu room aft the State
he has been duly appointed
nouse, Augusta. Thursday, March 11, at 2
retor ol the eetete ol
-vrtPOl
Re,olv«' »“ »vor of the town
<•*
if Caatine to the amount of
JULIA A. PATTBN. lete °< B'
(
9943 90
n the count, of Henooek.
f
•tree bonde u the l»w
BBA AND 8HORI FISHERIES.
.rt-*
one hertug demende e#ntok‘
commute, on Sen nod
eld deceeeed ere deetred to
8hore Ptaberiee will be held on Tneeerne
for eettlemeut.
week •* * two o’clock p. m in
hereto
ere requested to mek«
be Deportment of A,r’cnltnre
ledletely.
donn P. Kiuat, Sec.
Merck 3.1M*>
COM

rHE

rHE

Oonmionweaiy^

establishing!

1

»PP?,Xs
|!*.liuaif

rHE

?n?i^<LC?,n?i!Unent

95,1900-_

rHE
If

—^
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Buckeport.
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•* AN* INGENIOUS

:

...

*•

#

every reason to be heartily congratulated
on the outcome of her most
praiseworthy
ANNDAL IN BOSTON THE BIG- efforts.
Mrs. Fred H. Kendrick has been one of
GEST AND BEST EVER.
Mrs. Bullard’s ablest lieutenants. Mrs.
Kendrick sold the largest number of tickets
MANY HANCOCK COUNTY TOWNS REP- of all of the
large committee engaged in this
work, under the general direction of HowRESENTED—LIOT OK THOSE PRESard H. Adams, on whose modest brow anENT.
other laurel wreath should repose.
He
has done more work for the success of the
Boston, March 2 (special)-The count
Ellsworth reunions of the past two years
•' f the ticket man showed that U38
persons t han
any other three men have done topaid lor adim*»inu to the fourth annual
Ellsworth reunion at JF«ui never* bail, gether.
The meeting for the annual reorganiMec hanics building, last Friday eveno.g.
zation will be Held at the residence of Dr.
That means that this reunion whs me
80 Huntington avenue, on Monday
biggest of all yet held, tue attendance i«*«t Davis,
evening, March 8. All who would like to
year having been 441.
take part in the preparations for the next
It is only fair to say that the increased
big family gathering will be cordially
attendance doea not represent a large inwelcome. It is hoped that the entire execcrease in the number of former residents :
utive committee which did such comof Ellsworth.
For a great many who
mendable work this year w ill be at the
regularly attend the reunions were unable
meeting, and that each will bring others
to attend this year.
Rather was the large
who
will
the
strengthen
committee.
attendance to be credited to other towns
Among those present were:
of Hancock county. Fully 100 former resiAllston Maurice E Sowle.
dents of Hrooklin, Latnome, Bar Harbor.
Amesbury- Mrs Cinderella Hall Clement
Hurry, Tremont, Castlne, Trenton, BucksArlington Nancy D (Koyat) Filiebrown,
port, Bluehill, or other home towns were
Carrie P Filiebrown
there, and all seemed to be meeting many
Attleboro—Alice Uaynor
frieuds.
Anburndale—Mrs E E Morgan, Mrs
In every way the affair was a success.
Fred E Sargent.
#
Home said it was not only the biggest
Bar Harbor—Mrs Stephen L
Kingsley
party but the most sociable and certainly
T J Coady.
the prettiest. Certainly it was a very jolly
t:
LA
Beverly—Charles
Dollard.
Meade,
sociable affair. And it is no exaggeration
Boston—H H Adams, Martha M Avery,
to say the ball-room was a scene of beauty
C E Bellatty and wife, Mrs Carrie L Beiand happiness from early evening until
latty, Howard F Butler and wife, CUo M
early the next morning.
Of course the ball-room was the centre Cbilcott, Mrs J T Crippen, Elizabeth A
of attraction, the big gathering place. Crippen, Anna F Crippen, Bernice Clark,
C H Clark, George F Collins, Agnes Chase,
There was to begin with an excellent conCatherine C Doyle,
cert there from 8 to 9 by Poole’s orchestra, Margaret Dresser,
Catherine Doyle, L H Davis, Mrs Ella F
with Mr. Poole himself as instructor, and
Davis. Dr Frederick A Davis and wife, Hartbs following selections aa the program:
riet Fletcher, Marjorie L Foster, Arthur H
I Nlbelsenien.Wagner
Bertha Emery Hodgkins, George B
3 Overture—Raymond.Thomas Grant,
Matilda F Hawkes, Mrs N F Ham3 Trombone solo.Mr William LaLonde Hawkes,
4 Grand selection from LaBobeme, Puccini ilton, Ernest 8 Hamilton, Annie L Jordan,
Carrie E Jordan, Carrie L Joy, Mary R
Then on me the grand march, led by Mrs.
Mrs F H Kendrick, Charles C KnowlChar lee E.
the
of the Joy,

:

burglar. •:

American Press A wo•rrooyrlght, 1309. by
iJCoP)'®
elation. |
that reile- on my wit*
I'm a burglar
On*
on
my weapons.
than
ratbor
I was enteklag a bank
night when
working With my fare to the
,.|l

i
a “Hem:" behind me.
rlUM 1 heard
saw n gentleman looking at
and
turned
a revolver In his hand.
me with
to learn
Now. I had taken precaution
about the bank and Its offl.
i knew their names and had
all. I’d much rather Is* protee„ them
than a 45
rlded with such information
I knew that the gencaliber revolver.
standing there was the vice
I kept
Mr. Forbes.
my

jo'nictking

il'eman

president.

well as possible as I looked
perve ns
to
him, though It suited ny ptinHwe
but, without apsurprised;
trifle
a
look
and without
pearing to see his weapon
on turning my
speaking, I went right
drill, making a hole near thf.
(t

breast
lock.
•.you're a cool one," he said.
feigning astonishment.
I turned,
Forbes?" I
-What do you mean, Mr.

asked.

“How did you know my name la
yprbesr be asked, with equal sur

Pale, Thin,

“That’s right.

Examine it.”
had drilled several holes before he
1 put n,y little
finger in one and
blade In another, pretending
Tor something, thinking
1mm liuntin8
"bat to do.
Presently I stopped
•“den and said
happy-llke:
^ Tlle l0Clt has bcen ham*

ftT*?-

hered

JT°"’?

Let me see."
e
shifted his revolver to put a fln°‘ hls
riRbt hand in the hole I’d
ln an<1 *t°od cloee beside
u
Quick as a flash I took him on
and 1 sot hto *+■
l
always carried rope for
and tIed him up alhew
before he came to hls senses. I’d'
through with my work whenhs
“A eo I concluded to
fittaw
Jot>’ Within half an hour
a,—

2"

Blver*' ,feI1’
JLPUrpoaes

JI801
.rnpt—

the Tault, helped myt“ bUla and want
hevln. th®
out,,
T*c# president bound end
■If

.op?n*d

^i2,000
ewJjTf

ALBERT EOBE8.

Fullerton and wife
Revere-Mrs Carrie Harrington.
Roslindale— A E Barter and wife, Ella
F Jordan, Mertie Pettce, Hattie Turner.
Rox bury—John Burke and wife, Mrs L
A Burrans, Myrna Carter, F M Clapham,
Mrs Frank B Ingalls, Walter Ltirvey, Mrs
J F Lawrence, Rita B Sinnott, Mrs Helen
F Trueworthy.
Salem Mrs. H C Woodward.
Somerville-George R Caldwell and
wife, Evelyn Clough, llallet R Durling,
A J Edwards, Ernest E Caspar and wife,
Everett L Lovering and wife, Mrs R H
Rhodes, Mrs Helen Smith Tripp, Mrs C I
Welch, Helen C Welch, Mrs J M Whit-

Nervous ?
know what to

take,

then take it —Ayer’s Sarsathen
parilla. If you doubt,
know
We
consult your doctor.
what he will say about this
grand old family medicine.
Till.

i.

the flr.t

K!.: SA7
dose* of
m

^k

/I
V1

£

*«n'd
qnoMion yoiir doctor

ELLSWORTH—Deane street; new house, six rooms and bath; new
furnace ; nice lawn ; stable.
Water street; store arid dwelling.
Unioa river heights; desirable house-lots on a paying basis.
HANCOCK POINT—Xew summer cottage; living room, 2nxH0; hardw.iod tloor; li replace ; Hue Kitchen and pantiy; lour chambers
ami bull : hot and co d water ; two piazzas ; fine view of bay
and mountains. ,'«me very line siiore lots in sizes to suit

purchaser.

jI

thirty-six large rooms four bath
complete; extra closets and lavatories ; rune deep aces;
large and pleasant piazzas ; electric lights in ail mo s; handsome dining-room overlooking bay;
plate glass; beautiful
grounds. Cottage, twelve rooms and bath : live fireplaces ;
eiectiic light* ; large pi.izza; lay and mountain view; tine

location. Cottage, eleven looms and bath ; lour tiiej laces ;
eiectiic lights; large piazza; desk-able surrohndin^s ; tine
location. .Several hundred beautiful Cottage lots in aiz.-s to suit
purchaser; miles of shore front reserved lor patrons.

SOUItENTO offers every advantage to the summer tourist; comby boat and rail; library; church; boating; bathing;
tenuis; automobiles; fine roads; nice drives; woods; deiighi.ul walks.
munication ol ten

We do

f 0

1

modiciQOQj

j?

a

general INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE busintss, and
companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence

oiler the best

solicited.
All business entrusted to

will receive the very best attention.

us

The George H. Grant Co.,
ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

*8*1.00 for Three Months
The Bangor Daily News is making a special offer to new subscribers, first 3 months
for fl.OO. Any person dipping out the enclosed coupon and sending to us, enclosing fl.OO, the Bangor Daily News will be sent the first ? months to any address.
The Bangor Daily News is the home paper of Eastern, Northern and Central
Maine, first to reach the morning field, full Associated Press reports. All towna
in Eastern, Northern and Central Maine fully
represented by regular correspondents. After the first 3 months the paper is sold at 50 cts. a month.
THIS OUT.

FILL

Please send the Bangor

S

Daily

Lnanesiown—u

Emerson,

Mrs

Address

j

Enclosed please find $i.oo for

BARTER—At Deer Isle, Feb 20, Mrs W G Barter. aged 39 years.
BUNKER—At Sorrento, March 1, Mrs Barbara
Bunker.
CLOUGH—At Dorchester. Mass, March 1,
Charles C Clough, of Bluehill, aged 71 years,
7 months.
GRAY—At Sedgwick, Feb 27, Mrs Julia A
Gray, aged 74 years, 1 months.
C Brainard
HIGGINS—At Ellsworth, Feb 28. Mrs Maude
L Higgins, aged 83 years. 3 months.
Dorchester—Mrs 8 H Andrews, Florence
M Andrews, Georgia A Jones, Alice B HOWARD-At South .Brookaville, Feb 22,
Daniel Howard, aged 92 years. 23 days.
Koppel, Roy C Lopaus, Kate Mullen, Mrs INGALLS—At Tremont, Feb 19. Nettie and
M E Murch Moore, M F McFarland and I Lettie, infant twin daughters of Mr and Mrs
Otis Ingalls, uged 2 days.
wife, E F Redman, Fulton J Redman, NORWOOD—AtTremont,
Feb 8, Mabelet Nor!
Adele M Rea, Harriet L Rea, Lillian May
wood, aged 2 months.
Robbins, Mrs E P Rowe, Caroline Lamson SMITH—At Ellsworth. Feb ’7. Eugene Smith,
aged 23 years.
Rood, Mrs J H Willett
At South Deer Isle. Feb Frank
East Boston—Ralph Beverly, A L Hodg- SMITH
Smith, of Manchester, Mass, aged 34 years.
kins and wife, Charles Hopkins and wife, STEWART—At Brooklin. Feb 27, Francelia
Allen, wife of Reuben Stewart, aged 60 years.
J F Littlefield, Mary Moore, Mrs Preble,
Mrs Carrie E Reed, Henry Smith and wife, WALSH—At Sedgwick, Feb28, Eliza A Walsh,
aged 62 years. 9 months.
Miss M A Smith, Alida Smith.
\ WARREN—At Otis, Feb 25, Oeorge Gilbert
East Holden, Me —Miss Frances W Lord.
Warren, uged 63 years. 7 months. 19 days.
Ellsworth—W F Aiken, Henry M Brown WISWELL—At Ellsworth. March 2. John B
W is well, aged 70 years, 5 mouths.
and wife, Ella Brooks Cole, Carrie Haynes,
—

B Holmes, Julia B Heath, Mrs Helen
Emerson Hill, Florence A Jordan, Grace C
King, E 8 Means, Mrs G F Newman, jr,
John B Redman, F W Rollins, Mrs Bertha
R

Joy Thompson
Everett—Henry

aabcrtisoimits.

Commonwealth Hotel

Thousands Have Kidney
Trouble and Never Suspect it

—

caused its remarkable

Hayford.

Newton—E E Morgan.
Newton Centre—E B Bowen and w ite
Newton Highlands—M G Lopaus
Newtonville
A L Greene, Alioe S
Adams, Bertha A Loring
Norwood—Mrs C D Savage
Peabody
Mary A Osgood, Lucy R Os—

good

Opposite State House,

Cheap for
Cash.
Not

M ASS AC HISKTTS.

BOSTON,

cheap goods but small
prices for the best.

health restoring prop,
erties. If you need a
medicine you should
have the best. Sold by j
druggists in fifty-cent:
anu une-uouar sizes.

Offern rooms with hot and cold water Tor
per day and up, which includes free
of
shower baths. Nothing to
equal this in New ongland. Rooms with
for $1.50 per day and up;
baths
private
suites of two rooms and bath for $4.00 per
day and up.
Dining room and cafe tirst-class. Euro-

Trade where you can make
your dollar buy the most.

fl.00

CASH

pean Plan.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Stone Floors, nothing wood but the doors.

STOKE.

ELLSWORTH FALLS,

ME.

Equipped with
uum

Long

THE—
CLARION.
a

ELDRIDGE,

Why does Uncle *am. in the office of
the National Soldiers’ Home at Togus,
employ

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
PAY,

NO

YASBkl,.1

All kinds of laondrv work done at short notice
Goods called tor and delivered.

B. ESTEY A. CO.,
DOE,

ELLSWORTH

ELECTRICAL

Mb

Ernest Williamson
Harold Crane
Benj. S. Pierce
Roy I.. Townsend
Chester C. Fowles
Martin Cusack
Charles Allen
William JC. Cross
Harry N. Foss?

Because their qualifications eminently tit them to fill the duties here inquired.
Why are they so well fitted for the
duties required of them?
Because they are possessed of that

important asset,

WIRING.

Full Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

a

sound

business

education
Where did theyq ualify themselves?
AT the SHAW BUSINESS COLLEGE.

AND FIXTURES.

wiri*t and Suppllea Cbetrfull; Qlvea
MOOR.
ANDREW M
Ellsworth.
Mala St., t under DirigoOlub)

EkIuiu !•»

tTommiasion ffUrUjant*.

WINDSOR HOTEL
|

W

T.

BRUBAKER, Manager.

It road St. Station
and K**:tdttiu Terminal on gilbert St.

Midway

Please Take Notice!
We sell Potatoes for #7 a
ear: Apples for #iO. References: R. G. Dun & Co.,
United Xational Bank of
city and 100 growers
and shippers of Aroostook.

01

Does

Uncle Sam?

ELLSWORTH

H.

iu every room.

Temperance Hotel.

Why

Mr. G. F. Alexander, 44 Exchange street.
Portland. Maine, will tell ail who are afflicted
with Asthma how lie was cured after s ffering
Before paying out your money for
4«; years.
medicine containing Morphine and other deadly
drugs, send for lull particulars and book. "How
1 W as C'utvd of Asthma.'

WEST END BK1

telephone

Ellsworth

ASTHMATICS, READ THIS

“NO

Sanitary Vac-

own

STORER F. CRAFTS, Manager.

1

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement j
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

a

its

cleaning plant.

Send for booklet.

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

nace—if it is

distance

Strictly

our

Horn

public

use

M. M. MOORE,

Main Street.

W
Cook
aud
wife,
Bertha A Cook, Flora B Cook, Fred W
How To Find Out.
Cousins, Mrs M 8 Dodge, W M Grant,
Arthur llastiugs, R S Leighton aud wife,
Fill a bottle or common glass with your
Bertha A Mason, E M Silvy, E M White, water and let it staud twenty-four hours;
a ui iv.\ uusiscui*
Dr E W Young and wife, Florence Young.
meat, or sett ling,
Gardiner Geneva L Smith.
5) stringy or milky
Hingbam—Stetson Foster and wife,
appearance often
Helena M Foster.
indicates an unHolyoke —Mrs Elizabeth Wiggiu Coar.
healthy condiPark
—Mrs.
LW
Lydia Higgins,
Hyde
tion of the kidMrs
A
and
William
wife,
Doyle,
Higgins
neys; too freM Doyle.
quent desire to
Dass
it or nain in
Jamaica Plain —Mrs. Emma Sherman.
the back are also symptoms that tell you
Lawrence—Susan J Treworgy Peaks
Mrs L J Alexander, Ralph E the kidneys and bladder are out of order
Lynn
and need attention.
Alexander, E H Phillips
What To Do.
Mattapan J E Burke, Miss N V CampThere is comfort in the knowledge so
bell, Mrs Mary Campbell
i often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer’s
Malden—C H Davis, Mrs Winnie Davis Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy,
Dunn, E L Curtis, Mrs Caroline Murphy fulfills almost every wish in correcting
Collins, George F Higgins and wife, Mrs ! rheumatism, pain in the back, kidneys,
liver, bladder and every part of the urinary
A P Harvey, Ellen F Sargent, George E
Corrects inability to hold water
; passage.
Thomas, Mrs Josie Harding Workman.
and scalding pain in, passing it, or bad
Medford—M G Curtis, Mrs Lizzie Morse
effects following use of liquor, wine or
Curtis.
beer, and overcomes that unpleasant neMelrose—Etta Bridges, H A Grindle and
cessity of being compelled to go often
wife, A E Gordon, Mrs E M Gordon, Em- through the day, and to get up many
ily C Gordon, Evelyn K Lassone, Mrs H times during the night. The mild and
immediate effect of Swamp-Root is
D Powers, John L Wells and wife.
Methuen—W S Lynam, Mrs Treworgy soon realized. It stands the highest be-

—

same.

Louise

Jordan, Frank M Smith, H H Morin.
Chelsea—Mrs John Armstrong,
Mrs
Hattie Heed Armstrong, Raymond Alley,
Boyd Bartlett and wife, Mrs Beulah
Echenagucia, L H Mitchell.
Danvers—Mrs Mary H Brainard, Annie
A

A

|

.„..

—

j

j

News for three months to

Name..

PERKINS—At Brookksville, Feb 26, to Mr and
Mrs Fred J Perkins, a daughter.
SINCLAIR-At Sedgwick, Feb 25, to Mr and
Mrs William Sinclair, triplets.

—

nex ;

ai

rooms

Win,

Brookline
Willis Abbott, Mrs Julia
Abbott, William P Clough and wife, Mrs
E A Conners, Alice E Duffy, Mrs Ernest
Horton, Mrs H M Higgins, Mrs M F
MARRIED.
Leighton, Rena B Roberts, Carroll J Swan
and wife, Alice Stanley, Mintie F Seavie. FROST RICHARDSON —At Amherst, Feb 26,
by J H Patten, esq, Mrs Addie M Frost to
Cambridge—Maria L Bartlett, Marion
Merle 8 Richardson, both of Aurora.
Bartlett, Mrs Owen Byrn, Mrs J P Foster, SAWYtSJft—COUttjN—At Caatine, Feb 28, by
1
Rev Robert C Doutbitt, Miss Grace Emily
Mrs E E Fornald, Lewis W Foster, Johu
Sawyer to Pearl Oscar Colson, both of CasH Googins, Edward D Knapp and wife,
tine.
Albert M Murch, Mrs Robert J Maxwell, I SMITH—ALLEY-At Bar Harbor. Feb 22, by B
E Clark, esq. Miss May S Smith to John W
R M Palmer and w’ife, Mrs Anson H
Alley, both of Bar Harbor.
Parker, Eugene Simpeon, B W Small, Wy- I URANN—ORAHAM-At North Sullivan. Feb
man H Whitney,
Della G Whitney, Mrs
25. by Rev C A Purdy, Miss Mabel Urann
to George Graham, both of Sullivan.
Gorham Whitney.
Cape Cottage, Me-Mrs Sarah J ArmDIED.
strong.

^

SORRENTO -Xew hotel and

—

lings.

Neponset—Ida

Mm*.

Af/ C / O CHERRY PECTORAL
w. h»»» no .oor.t.
tho ItrnulM or ■!'

Li LiULU itUU

Mt Desert-F W Luntand wite.

I'M*.__

gidcbyj. C. Aysr Co., lowjll.
Also manufacturer* of
S NAll VIGOR.
f
AGUE CURE.

uupauii, U/UMU

be

South Boston-Mrs Howard It Allen,
Mrs Nathan Davis, MrsC W. Kief, Effie M
Look, Carrie Look.
South Framingham
William E Doyle.
South Hamilton-F L Davis and wife.
Southwest Harbor, Me—Mrs Lorinda
Farmer.
Stoughton—F H Milliken, Ida Milliken
Hayward, A E Stamiish.
Surry Mrs Lucy Curtis Emery.
Waban-J A Bryant and wife
WakeAjld-Charles E Bullard and wife.
Waltham
Miss A S Padelford, Lilia
Dow Noyes, Mrs A L Poor, Dwight Bums
Watertown
Hiram McGlauAin, Margaret McGlauflin
Waverley—Mrs Firman Coar
Wellesley—R W Richardson, W Z Richardson, Clara Richardson, Harriet Richardson, Marguerite Richardson.
Wellington—Mrs Thomas E Genthner,
Mrs Mary H Williams, Mrs Frederic W
Hill, Dexter B Hill.
Weston—John P Dorgan.
West Newton-Mrs J H Brantcom, Miss
S M Franklin, EfUe Franklin, Lena Franklin, Mrs Ella E Masoh.
West Somerville-Mrs F W Howard,
Annie L Messer
West Sullivan-Mrs F E Pettengill.
Westwood -Mrs C H Southerland.
Woburn—Edith E Gott.

Everett W Lord, Miss J M McKenzie, |
As the artisan bringeth forth the beanty
in the diamond, so doth experience reveal
Mery E McDonald, Grace Morris, Mrs A ! the
loveliness of the
soul.—Coming
8
Newman, Mrs Abbie D Presby, Edwards.
Lillian A Presby, Arthur Pray, Nellie
Paige, Mrs Pierce, Mrs G E Patch, Carrie
BORN.
H Redman, Mrs Wm Rogers, Helen 8 Rogers, C W Rich, A K Smith and wife, W S CAMPBELL—At Ellsworth, Feb 24, to Mr and
Mrs Hugh Campbell1, a daughter.
Snrainsby, Howard A Smith, Edward
Ellsworth, Feb 13, to Mr and
Sweeney, Helen M Smith, J B Tucker, H B GRAHAM—At
Mrs Bert Graham, a sou.
Willis and wife, Charles H Welch, Lester HINCKLEY-At
Blnehill, Feb 27, to Mr and
Mrs Thomas I Hinckley, a son.
T Willis, Emily M Whitmore, Fred P
INGALLS—At
Tremout, Feb 17,to Mr and Mrs
Whittaker, Wm F Wells
Otis Ingalls, twin daughters.
Braintree—E P Kelley and wife, Georgia
LEONARD—At Ellsworth, March 1. to Mr and
A Kelley, Rose S Kelley.
Mrs Chester A Leonard, a sou.
Brockton—A A McKenzie and wife, OLMSTEAD—At North Reading. Mass. Feb
25, to Mr and Mrs Willard I Olmstead, a
Charles Eppes, Lola L Dyer, Maude Bildaughter.

Lynam.

in®-i *«;

Ayer’*

v*

following desirable properties maybought on very reasonable terms—
regular niunibly payments if desired.
The

—

Then your blood must be in
You
condition.
a very bad

certainly

«

Real Estate Bargains.

more.

—

wise
.naw do I know? wny, i ougnt to
of the bank I
know the vice president
account In. Ton went
keep my little
as I was going
oot this afternoon 3tut
In to Mr. Cummin**" (the cashier).
"He told me there was something
and had sent for
^rong with the lock
was. I massed orer
ne to see wbat It
than
It for an hour without any tools,
went home to Hopper, promising to b*
tack with 'em lator. Bat I was called
Bollard,
preaident
out on an Important job and didn’t gat
aeeorUtion, and Mre. William P. Clougti
here till half an hour ago. Mr. Cum- the founder and former
preaident, attended
-ley, was waiting and let me In. He’s
Dr. Frederick A. Davie and Mr. Clough,
bit* and a glass of beer by
gone out for a
and
looking aa happy aa they had a good
or something. He’ll be back presentright to be. Behind followed atoot 100
ly"
con pies, and a great many more enjoyed
I saw In his eye remarkable Interthe following order of dances ss srrsnged
est in wbat 1 was telling him, and I
by Floor Director Howard H. Adams,
Inferred the cause. He reckoned he’d
whose able efforte, combined with Mr.
got on to a plan of the cashier’s to git Poole'e
splendid music, made thia dancing
I learned
away with some funds.
in all ways the finest of all tbe asafterward that he and Cummings party
sociation has held. Tbe order of dance
bated each other like poison.
follows:
With this 1 turned and went to
1
Waltz.Main Street
work again. I didn’t know how I waa
2 Qunrdrllle.Lord's Hall
coming out. I didn't think I was com3 Two rttep.Coombs's Corner
ing out 8nywhere except behind bars. 4 Virginia Reel.Rural Hell
I was simply figuring for a little tlm* 5 Schottische..
.Bridge Hil1
and a possible loophole. The man be- 6 Walls.Hancock Hall
hind me was probably thinking, too, 7 Duchess.Hale's Corner
tor he said nothing. I argued that, S Portland Fancy...J.Tangle Foot
having possibly caught his enemy, the 9 Waltz.Bellatty's stFps
cashier. In the act, the question was 10 Two Btep.Head of the Lane
It was mighty easy II Schottische.Gerry’s Casino
how to proceed.
11 Walt*.High Street
for him to make a fool of himself, and
13 Two Step.Cork HU1
possibly he Instead of Cummings 14 Walt*.
Water 8treet
might turn out the convicted party. 15 Two .Step.Town House Hill
The first word* he said were:
16 Walt*.The Falls
"If your story la true the lock has
Extras
been purposely put out of order.
It
The orchestra stood high in the favor of
was all right at S o'clock this after- the
dancers; and Leader Poole was generous
noon."
in responding to the many encores w hich
n nai ao you mean, nrr I asaeo.
bis music received. There w*as only one
looking up at blm and putting on a short intermission. The refreshments
•cared look. “You don't mean there's were served at all hours of the
evening
■ay skulduggery going on? I ain't go- and nearly everybody went into the big
to
am
I?”
mixed
In
ing
get
It,
up
dining hall to partake of ices and cake.
He gave me a searching look, and I
A telegram of good wishes for the reI
(bought could see I’d got something union came in from the Ellsworth Village
of his confidence.
improvement society, and the reading of
“Now, my man." he said, “If you’ll it was received with hearty applause.
me
convict a rascal I’ll stand by
help
There was a pretty good sized delegation
yon for the real of your life.
If you from home; and the visitors certainly reat* what you pretend to be—working
ceived a royal welcome. Among those
on the cashler’a order*—the
plan Is who still claim Ellsworth as their resitbla: Under pretense of opening a
dence and who mingled with the rest who
•afh, the lock of which he has pur- used to lived there were: Mrs. Bertha Joy
posely Injured, he gets you to open It Thompson, Mrs. Helen Emerson Hill, Mrs.
by the same means a burglar would Ella Brooks Cole, Mrs. George F. Newuae."
Haynes, Miss
man, jr., \y»s Carrie F.
"By George! I never would have Florence E. Jordan, Miss Grace 0. King,,
thought of that.”
Miss Julia B. Heath, Henry M. Brown
“The safe opened, he would have
and wife, Hon. John B. Redman, F. W.
helped himself to the funds, and the Rollins, R. B. Holmes, E. S. Means. The
Tault would appear to have been
gentlemeu admitted that they found
burglarized.”
friends at the reunion whom they hadn’t
“And If caught I'd be the burglar!
or
more.
seen in the lust twenty years
That’s what he got me In for. Is It?”
Redman shook hands with not less
Judge
1 was playing for ten
years or more than 400; and he seemed to be as glad to ;
ef liberty, and 1
played the part well b? there as was his brother, E. F Redwell that I could see I'd captured
man, of this city, who declared that re®)' man. I knew I’d got to make a
union night is always the best night in
Bove pretty soon and take the ofthe year.
fensive when 1 did move. Of course
But the one who was getting the most
By story would go up lu smoke the
out of this reunion was Mrs. C. E. Bullard.
Moment Mr Forbes took any action,
For two weeks she had been anxiously
•nd that action would be to call a
po- looking forward to the evening, and had
•kemau and arrest me. Hut first he done no small amount of worrying. Now
**hted to get all he could out of me
the evening had come, and the occasion
*• to how he
could use me to show up was a far more brilliant one than her fondreal rascal.
He still held his re- est
hopes had pictured. Mrs. Bullard has
T°*Ter in his right hand.
1 formed a
plan, and I formed It mighty quick.
“ seems to
me. Mr. Forbes, that
Be whole matter of
proving Mr. Cum®B*s rascality depeuds upon whether
Be lock g0t out 0j
orjer naturally or
** put out of
order. If I’m going to
testify to that I want to find out about
now before
any one baa a chance to
■Bper with It.”

,the

Randolph Mrs Charles H Jennings
Reading-Frank H Martin and wife, EL

ELLSWORTH REUNION.

between

European,

51 per

day

j \

f

and up.

American, $2.50 per day
and up.
The only moderate priced hotel of reputation and consequence in

PHILADELPHIA.

s»>mi>-au..i

You may have a sample bottle sent free
by mail. Address Dr. Kilmer & Co. .Binghamton, N. Y. Mention this paper and
rememberthename, Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp
Root, and the address, Binghamton,
N. Y., on every bottle.

Providence Brokerage Co.,
pgQVIPHiei,
N.H.

Subscribe

for

Tbe

Americas

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

merican has

post-office*

<7

l*

with flags and hatchets and the tables
loaded with goodies. Games were played
after supper. An enjoyable time is re-

subscriber* al 107
Hancock county.

in

>ther paper* in the County comnot reach to many. The Amerinot the only paper printed in
ck county % and ha* never claimed to
f is the only paper that can propcalled a County paper; all the
merely local paper*. The circulaThe American, barring the Bar

j

bs

ported.

'»

ca

B■
be
er
re

H

at.

Hall and Mr. Morgan bare leased
They
the Carpenter farm for flve years.
will take possession the first of April.
Miss Agnes Brewer is at home for a few
from Bar Harbor, before going to
Boston on business for the Stafford Mil-

day

in

cock

linery

HARBORSIDE.
Mrs. Eugene Redman
Newr

Haven,

has

Conn.

D. Gray is visiting his son, L. F. Gray,
at South Brooksville.

Gray

Decatur

getting out lumber to

is

ployed in Franklin

build

Love Hemenway, of East Jefferson, has
been a recent guest of Harry E. Robert-

Irving Gray, of the Rufus Deeriug Co.,
Portland, is home for a few days.
Capt. Cornelius Gray visited his son,

ten.

William Murray, who has been
is now considered out of

Mrs.

Charles
of

now

for Orland to
John Soper.

ousiness.

Jessie
is the

Miss

Mass.,

Hinckley Robertson.
Guy Miller, of Boston, is expected this
spend a two weeks’ vacation with
his parents, George Miller and wife.

week to

cheaply.
Feb. 27.
SOUTH SURRY.
A

Henry Bridges and wife, of Brooklin,
spent a few days last week with K. M.
Curtis snd wife.

1

EAST FRANKLIN.

Hardison is visiting her
■ister, Mrs. Harold Carter, at West Ells-

wprth.
Carpenter and her sister,
Mrs. Herbert Colson, who have been qnite
ill,

Everett

gaining.

Miss C. M. Hooper and Miss Marcia
Springer spent two days with their ancle,
Curtis Hooper, at Georges pond last week.

George H. Welch went to Ellsworth
Feb. 25 and spent the night with his
coos in, Herbert A.
Ashe, at Ellsworth
Falls.

Tuesday evening
moving pictures shown by Roy Robinson.
Mrs. Charles Harding, who has been
visiting her parents, N. Bonaparte Trask
and wife, at Atlantic, has returned home.

Mrs. Freeman Kinsman, Mrs. Minnie
Hardison and George Rotter, who have
been quite ill, are not gaining as fast as
their friends could wish.
Mrs. F. E. Blaisdell, who haa been ill
with grip, and was nearly prostrated with
grief at the loss of her sister, Mrs. Franeena

Dyer,

Feb. 27.

Miss Mary Gordon is working for Mrs.
Andy Havey at West Sullivan while Mrs.
Havey is spending a week or two with her
husband. Representative Havey, in Augusta.
Feb. 25.
R.
_

HULL’S COVE.
Mrs. Lottie

Elliott is in Bar Harbor

hospital for abscesses.
Several school children have been ill
with grip the past week, but all are better.
Samuel Bailey is at home from Aurora,
where he has been employed during the
winter.
Mrs. M. C. Sweet is spending a few days
in Holden with her daughter, Mrs. Lillian
Maddocks.

Crips.
BAR HARBOR.

quite poorly.

is still

j

Few

Ellsworth

People

Know

trip

GOCLDSBORO.
Mrs. Sarah

time

Allow

the kidneys to become clogged,

Fail to

cure

You get

you neglect backache,

urinary disorders,

nearer

the brink of

disease.
Doan’s Kidney Pills will

save

iting

at

from

you

Mrs.

D. E. Newman and

Minturn,

E. P. Lord. Ellsworth Falls, Ellsworth,
says:

are

visiting

minutes.

They

netted him
Feb. 27.

never

is vis-

For sals by ail dealars.

George Robbins

is in poor health.
Mrs. J. E. Small is in very poor health.
Ansel Stanley and wife are visiting their
son Walter at Oceanville.

will remain another

and soon had six cords of wood
prepared for the stove.
Mrs. Charles Bray invited a few of her
husband’s friends to their home on Thursday evening, it being her husband’s birthday. A pleasant evening was spent with
music and games. Cake and ice-cream
were served.

Mrs. Julia Crabtree, of Ellsworth, is the
guest of Mrs. L. Crabtree.

j

seriously

Harry,

of

were
a

Fries SO cents.

Oik, Buffalo, Saw York,

sole agents toe the United States.
Remember the name—Doan's—and take

here.

He

with

and wife spent part
friends in Bucksport.

SIMPLE REMEDY FOB LA GRIPPE.
La grippe coughs are dangerous as they frequently develop into pneumonia. Foley’s
Honey and Tar not only stops ths cough bnt
hsaii and strengthens tbs lungs so that no
serious mulls need be feared. The genuine
Foley’s Honey and Tar contains no harmful

wife

There will be a supper and entertainment at the chapel March 5 under the
auspices of the Sunday schools.

Monday.

The

ninety-first

annual

town

visiting

Miss Hazel Stinson is substituting in the
central telephone office.

Alfred Eidridge and wife, who have
guests of Mrs. L. Crabtree, went to
Franklin Monday.

1

Friends [here

Marlboro,
!

Rufus Fa&eau is
few

in

Bucksport (or

1._

Mrs. Frank Webster, of Bucksport, is
guest of Mrs. Charlotte Webster.

A. M. Forsyth, who has been at home
weeks, baa returned to Boeton.

two

Mias Rowe, of Dexter, is the guest of
her cousin, Charles Qibbe.
Harold Burrill, of Dedham, was the
guest of friends here last Saturday and

Sunday.

where

he

will

be

em-

Mrs. Elmer E. Crockett is in Rockland,
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. J. F

Gregory.
Frank B. Miller, of Rockland, was in
town last week to incorporate Joshua
Davis lodge, I. O. O. F. The officers of the
How can any person risk taking some unknown oough remedy when Foley’s Honey and
Tar ooeis them no more? It is a safe remedy,
contains mo harmful drugs, and cures the most
obstinate coughs and oolos. Why experiment
with your health? Insist upon having the
genuine Foley’s Honey and lnr. Q. A. Pan-

j

|

VINOL
Pareber.

_________

Mar.

Sinks (who had given Jinks a cigar)—
YouH And, old chap, that ia something
like a cigar. Jinks (after a few puffs)—
By jove! There is a slight resemblance.
What is ItT

la said ta Blawarth.

Drwggtat.

oss, L

a

ECZEMA CURABLE? PROVE!!
AHamr M l*i, III., Cm land ty on a «*
pwc Cmyaaad.
There la nothing that will ronriwi
lawyer except evidence.
Now, here la eon* rather startliag*
deuce of a eitnpie home cure lor team
which coaTinced one lawyer, P. C. |e
triken, attorney at Moline, 111. Hit*
how oil of wintergreen compound a*
with thymol and glycerine, as m D L.D,
Prescription, cored him in thirty d*
after thirty-two year* of (offering.
“For 32 years,'' write* Attorney Eathken, “1 wee troubled with ecrrina.a*
all over my face, body and head. I onid
ran a hair bruah over my body md tb
floor would be covered with soaiei rno*
a

basket.

Itriedevvrythiiig. nl*

internal medicine, X Kay-all without*
suit.
“Jnat a month ago I waa induced tots
1). D. D. Preecriptlon.
The itch «rn*
lieved instantly; so I continued. Itiijot
a month now and 1 am
completely cund,
I have not a panicle of itch and the Kiia
have dropped off.
“I can only aay again ( I KK IMSCOVERKD. 1 am now stoning all kmh
•ufferera on the right track."
Care after care has been brought tow
attention end always that instant tiiaf
from the awful itch. E. U. Moon, draggist, Ellaworth, Me.

IJSgg&MERn
g*h*. in au eooNTaita.
dtrrct with fpslldyloa Mtw an
awmy mm4 eftau Ids pmtamL «a
(,.lud^a
mM MU WMHK VVMOtl UC’*fW>
■

—

Mar chi.

a ana

ra

WRBMIWtltW, D. C.

_

The Answer

Winnie E. Jordan

is

important thing to
consider in sending any

a

reported quite ill
improved.
There will be a masquerade ball at the
town hall Saturday evening, March 6.
Harold Wasson and family, of Bucksport. were at Rnfus P. Fncteau's Sunday.
Mrs. Lena Gilpatrlck has been afflicted

Munday, but

is

now

was

much

in
an

message.

brings an answer
days; a telegram brings
answer

in

hours;

but

the

long distance telephone
brings the answer instantly
Why not stop to consider

Cniversalist society will have a sothe hall Friday evening, March
Clam stew, cake and coffee will be

The

sold.

March 1.

a

A letter

ciable at
5.

an

kind of

bill.

D.

the value of

NORTH FRANKLIN.

Charlie Smith and Dallas Tracy were in
Ellsworth recently on business.
Miss Joaie Abbott visited her grandparents, J. R. Butler and wife, at Eastbrook last week.
Mrs. Alonzo Wilbur visited her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Kief, at Hancock, Saturday
and Sunday. Her little niece accompanied
her home.
Carl Bntler baa gone in the woods to
drives team for hia brother, Guy, who
was called home by illness in hia
family.
Col barn Cousins has gone back in the
woods after being
at borne two weeks
on account of Illness.
March 1.
X.

Seattle, Wash.,
ployed.

|

to All

Herbert Robertson ia at home from
Greenville, where he has been working.

Miss Esther Marks, of Bucksport, has
visited friends here a few days.

won.

Thursday for

ties of cod liver oil and tonic
and agreeahit
weakest stomach.
Tot this
Vinol la nnexcallsd as a
builder for old people, delicate
dren, weak and run-down
ter alcknesa and for Chronic
Colds and Bronchitis.

lidoualy palatable

days.

C. J. Murch ia loading a car with spool
bars at the East brook siding.

on

tonics, the healing, medicinal

Miss Nellie Webster is at home from
Brownville.

Camden and Stonington had a basketball game Saturday evening. Stonington
left

Asok.

EAST ORLAND.

j

a

Gleaaon Flye
three-weeks’
visit in Boeton and vicinity.
James P. Plunkett arrived from a business trip in New York on Feb. 27.

John J. Ferrill

suffered a
March

of Mrs. Clara Ford, of
pained to learn that abe
stroke of paralysis Saturday.
were

BRONCHITIS,

Remedies

"I have been troubled with a
cold and bronchitis for a
long
and have tried many remedies
finding relief. Through the kind
gestion of a friend I tried YinoL
after taking four bottles, am
cured." A. H. Wilde, 733-HtU
Minneapolis, Minn.
8.
McDonald, 147 W.
8t.
Paul, Minn., writes: -[
tracted a severe cold last winter
thought I would never get rid of n
tried Vinol as a laat resort, and
completely cured me.”
Vinol combines
two

Capt. George A. Stevens, accompanied
by his daughter, Mias Inez, left this morning for New Bedford, Mass. Capt. Stevens
w ill join the '■teamor Baxter in that port.

H. Urass.

_

George Collar and little daughter have
returned to Boston.

a

After Other

meeting

i Sunday.
wrist badly last week.
March 1.
M.
Quite a number of the boys gathered at
the home of Joseph Fifleld Friday and
TRENTON.
mastered a good pile of wood.
John Donlin was called to Frankfort
Mrs. Caroline Gross, who has been ill
Sunday by the death of a cousin.
the past few weeks, is improving.
Harry Davis, Leroy Davis and Albert
News reached here last week of the
Low attended town meeting at Bar Hardeath of Eunice Morey, in Portland.
bor Monday.
Galon Fiiield celebrated his tlftb birthI. N.
wife and twin sons visday Saturday, by a party to his little ited herSalisbury,
parents, A. W. Marshall and wife,
friends.

William Kelley, of the J. C. Rodgers
Co., has gone to New York.
is back from

VINOL CORES CHRONIC
COLDS AND

wife were week- I will be held to-day. The town warrant
end guests of R. H. Williams and wife at j contains eighteen articles. There is fl,700
in cold cash in the town treasury.
Franklin.
been

tbin

j

Clarence Stratton and

the

are

j

his many

very ill with pleurisy, is improving.
Howard Young, who came home from
Bangor to attend the pow-wow, returned

great

Arey and
friends in Portland.

of

thanks

Corner friends for the shower of wood he
received Saturday.

the

Henry

Jen.

Irving Candage

by

was a

STONINGTON.

full-grown animals,

good profit.

BLUEHILL FALLS.
last week

trou-

benefited

son

Capt. George H. Tapley

Burton Merchant, who has been

Mrs.

saws

It was with sorrow that friends learned
of the death of Frank Smith, which
occurred at the home of his parents,
Brainard Smith and wife. His home was
in Manchester, Mass., but he bad been in
failing health about three years, and he
had a great desire to visit his old home.
His friends, hoping that he might be

beated, dry frying-pan over a hot
moment; It will need turning

year.
Serve tbto with
Circle Magatit.».
Crockett, who has been clerking
for Philip Crockett, has resigned his posibusiness.
|
tion to take one in Kockland.
!
Miss Hattie 8. Tapley and her little !
Nihil.
March 1.
niece Harriet Ethel visited friends in
HANCOCK.
Castine Friday.
Simon

Thursday

gathered

and

relatives here.

Miss Susie Wood is working in Bluehill
bled by my kidneys, but occasionally had j for Thomas Hinckley.
Mrs. Joanna Conary, with son Stuart,
acute attacks of backache, especially when
has been in Bucksport visiting her son
I stooped or lifted more than usual. Some Wiley C. Conary.
Mrs. Harry Conary is ill.
three years ago, when suffering from one
March 1.
Crumbs.
of these spells, I learned about Doan’B
MARLBORO.
Kidney Pills, and got a box at Moore’s
Mrs. Clara Ford, who had a shock last
drag store. They cored me in a short Saturday, is very low.
Maynard Ford, who has been quite ill
time, and 1 can now say that the core has with
grip, is out again.
remained lasting. I have never known of
Edward Hodgkins and wife, of Ashville,
spend Saturday and Sunday with friends
a case where Doan’s Kidney Pills have
here.
March 1.
failed to bring about tbe desired results.”
Arc.

Foster-Milbnrn

The sewing circle met with Mrs. Hattie
Tapley last week, with thirty-two present,
Roy Smith leaves for Upton, Mass., thfs
morning, where he will go into the bakery

pleasant surprise party was given to
March 1.
Tomsox.
REDMEN'k POW-WOW.
Ginn and wife Thursday evening by
The second annual pow-wow of the Redwho
wished
to
express sympa- men of Hancock county was held at Hanneighbors
FRANKLIN ROAD.
thy for tbeae friends, as Mr. Ginn has been cock Friday, Feb. 28, the guests of Omaha
Miss Annie Robertson was a week-end
more
for
confined to hit house by illneas
tribe. About 130 Redmen from visiting guest of George Marshall and family rethan two years. The guests, who did not tribes were in attendance,
represent- ! cently.
cormake their call empty handed, were
ing Cherokee tribe, Bar Harbor; BsskaheHarvey Marshall, of Bluehill, spent
dially welcomed, and spent an hour or gsn tribe, Prospect Harbor; Syndic tribe,
Sunday with hia mother, Mrs. Martha
two in a very enjoyable manner.
Schoodic
Sullivan.
Great
Franklin;
tribe,
Marshall.
The Congregational sewing circle was Sachem Henry E. Gillie, of Calais, and
Fred 8. Graves and wife spent Snnday
entertained Thursday by Miss Myra Wil- Great Prophet Harry Lewis, of Bangor,
in Franklin, gneats of hia niece, Mrs. EfBe
son in her pretty new home, the pleasant
also were present.
M acorn ber.
rooms being duly inspected and admired
After work in the various degrees was
Mias Tillie Martin, of Bar Harbor,
nummembers.
One
of
the
circle
the
by
exemplified by visiting tribes, a midnight
Mr rouseo toe attention oi me company banquet was served, followed by a smoke- spent Tuesday afternoon with her mother.
to a high pitch of excitement by the dra- talk in which very interesting remarks Mm. MatUda Martin.
March 1.
Q.
matic recital of a very unique incident of were made by the great chiefs, also by
her late experience, and when at the close members of the various tribes.
she said: “We have reason to Mlieve the
NORTH HANCOCK.
The hill was beautifully decorated.
whole thing is a hoax," it was like a Many trophies of the war and chase being
Clarence Young, of Lamoine, arse in
douche of cold water over the awe- used, and the national colors were dis- town Sunday.
stricken listeners. The circle adjourned played conspicuously. Among the decoraEllis Springer baa bought the “Tenney”
to meet with Mrs. Lida Cousins in two tions was an exhibit by George M. Moon
bouse, and will move soon.
weeks.
which included an African canoe made of
Mrs. Adaline DeW itt, of Tracys Stations
Friday afternoon Mrs. Lizzie Holmes solid mahogany and several moose and N. B., ia
visiting her daughter, Mrs. W.
invited the Willard union to a “white deer beads. Another was s splendid col-

Mrs. Lyman Stinson is ill.
Mrs. Jonathan Stinson is ill.

firmly by

business

Elias

many

Proof of it in Ellsworth testimony.

Me.,

Patchen, of Sullivan,

N. H. Sowle’s.

and

was

The minstrel show, k,The Jolly Serea talented troupe of Southwest Harbor Odd Fellows, made good
their title on Friday evening at Masonic
hall, and delighted a crowded house. Besides the funny specialties by interlocutor
i
and darkies there were fine solos and

naders,” by

a

pol

The town schools begin March 8. SuperPatten is already in town, and

intenoent

change, brought him with sore eyes, and is still confined to the
sufferer, but he bore house.
it all uncomplainingly. He leaves a wife
Mrs. Tamson Viles ana Mrs. Ella F.
Miss Etta Foes has gone to West Goulds- ; and three children, an invalid father and
Ames, who have been seriously ill, are im!
where
she
is
in
the
boro,
employed
family : mother, one sister—Mrs. Lyman Stinson.
Bright’s of
proving.
Harry Ashe.
His age was thirty-four years.
Miss Grace E. Parr returned to Etna
i
While out hunting one day last week, j
Feb.
H.
27.__
Monday, after a very successful school on
: Aivah Dyer shot three raccoons in as

danger.

“I

tism.

Scraped Beef.
When eolld meat to not
easily
tbto to invaluable. Get a piece
aa large aa your band, and
hold

p«r*

wn

it
one corner
while
off the fiber with a ailver
spoonover when one aide to done
and aera
*
Charles Blodgett badly injured his right ; other. The red pulp la seasoned
and made in a little cake and
ankle in the woods last week.

The young ladies of the Epworth league
give a dinner town ipeeting day for
the benefit of the church.

her

to

Miss Lettie Lalley, who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. E. E. Higgins, has returned to Bar Harbor.
March 1.
Y.

How Near It Is.

Every

G. D. Atherton has been confined
house nearly two months, and,
though a little better, is still suffering
much pain from neuralgia and rheumaMrs.

Onwuf- 5feti

WEST BROOKS VILLE.

will

_

last week.

The Brink Is Near.

Mrs. Leon ice Brown Pullen was recently
the guest of Mrs. Henry Tracy before
going to visit her daughters at Northeast
Harbor.

•tdHHonai

Mrs. Charles Babbidge made
trip to Belfast Tuesday.

Mrs. Ida Pert fell and broke her arm
The annual report of the town of Eden
shows the total valuation of the town to and sustained other injuries.
be (5,103,302. The rate of taxation is (26
Mrs. J. P. Simonton is again critically
on (1,000.
There are 1371 polls. The total ill at her home at Stonington.
taxes assessed last year was (162,9(4.94.
Wallace Stinson and wife are with Mr.
Miss Winnie Glover, who baa been
The bids for the construction of the new Stinaon’s mother at Suneet tor a short
teaching school No. 5, left for ber home in
postotUce have been received. The lowest stay.
South Thomaston Monday.
was made by W. H. Fiesell A Co., of New
The meeting appointed for Thursday
Freeman Sellers left for his home at
York, whose bid was (55,000. The other evening was postponed on account of the
South Thomaston Monday, after a few
bids were as follows:
A. B. Stannard,
illness of Mrs. Simonton.
days with his mother, who is very ill.
New York, (62J100; J. E. and A. L. PenHarry Stanley, who has been at home in
Mrs. Laura Sweetzer, who baa been visnock, Philadelphia, (62,800; Otto Nelson,
ill health, has so far recovered as to return
Bangor, (62,655; Woodbury A Leighton,
iting in Portland, returned home Monday
to his work on the steamer.
Boston, (63,943; E. K. Whittaker, Bar
night, accompanied by her daughters,
O. K. Sylvester; who is employed in Beulah and
Harbor, (61,396; A. E. Lawrence Co., Bar
Gladys, who have been emMassachusetts, was called home by the ployed there the past year.
Harbor, (67,000.
illnees of his mother, Mrs. E. T. Sylvester.
Feb. 22.
Mcm.
NORTH LAMOINE.
Friends and neighbors of Capt. Seth
ORLAND.
on
Hollis Austin made a business
Hatch
with axes

Penobscot last week.
The little son of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd j
White has been quite ill with croup for
Capt. A. B. Holt and wife made a short
the past few days.
j visit at The Elms last week.
The Woman’s Auxiliary gave a Wash- I
Mrs. A. E. Austin is again ill. She has
ington supper last Monday at the rectory. the
sympathy of her many friends.
The dining-room was prettily trimmed !
Mrs. Wellington Barbour, of Foxcroft,
made a brief visit to her old home here

fficSkai.

who has

in

m

Mra. Max Mendolsohn and three children left for Boston this week for a
month's visit.;

ribbon tea”, at her home, and as the date lection of furs kindly' loaned by R. H.
was so near the first of March, the birth- ! Young, the Hancock fur dealer.
Omaha tribe is in a most flourishing conday of the State and national president,
GO XT’S ISLAND.
Lillian M. N. Stevens, the meeting was dition, doing excellent work, constantly
Holsey Moore, who has been quite ill, is chiefly devoted to a study of this noble increasing in membership, good feelleader. One new member was welcome to ing and brotherly love.
out again.
March 1.
C.
union and another promised to join
E. L. Gott was fishing two day last the
later. The delicious collation served by
week. He got only a very small catch.
j the hostess was heartily enjoyed by the
WEST 8TON1NGTON.
Every pleasant day those who have ! guests. Prohibition day, March 20, in
Mrs. Lottie Robinson is ill.
wood on Placentia are busy boating it over.
honor of Neal Dow, will M observed by
Archie Bsrbour is spending this week
Mrs. Edwin Joyce, of Atlantic, who has the Willard union with a rally at Masonic
in Portland.
been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Lovina baU.
Miss Bessie Horton came from Rockhas
returned
home.
Moore,
Spray.
March 1.
land Saturday.
Quite a number came from Black Island
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. John Horton (ell and hurt ber
to see the

Miss Maggie

are

The boys are to have a supper in the
Fish chow*
church Wednesday evening.
der snd other refreshments will be served.
Services were held at the church Feb. 21
for the first time since repairs were begun
upon the interior. The work is nearly
completed, and fully repays the people for
their efforts. We now have the prettiest
church in town, and are proud of it.
March 1.
Tramp.

Miss Angie Hardison is working for
Mrs. Howard Whitcomb, Ellsworth.

Mrs.

born to Mr. and Mrs. Bert A.

relatives here.

The Redmen went to Hancock Friday
•vening to attend the pow-wow. They report a fine time, and speak in high praise
of tile people of Hancock as entertainers.
called to Bar Harlast week by the
sister, Miss Grace.
town with relatives.
M.

son was

Young Feb. 23.
Curtis Young and wife, of Mt. Desert
and David Curtis, of Bluehill are, visiting

Oliver Newman and wife arrived last
week, and went at once to housekeeping
on the Springer homestead, recently purchased.

Aiithur Gordon was
bor from Vermont
serious illness of his
He spent one night in
MArch 1.

G.
_

MissGussie Robertson was in Gouldsboro a few days last week, visiting her
•unts, Mrs. Bunker and Mrs. Sargent.

rtilroad

CGUNTY NJfiWJS.

corporation are E. E. Crockett, George
Silver, Clayton Gilley, William Gray.

A

There is talk by local men of erecting a saw mill at Goose falls next sumIt is thought that it would be a paymer.
ing investment, as there is much lumber
on Cape Rosier, and it could be shipped

Robertson, of Haverhill,
guest of her sister, Mrs.

been employed
M» ssachusetts, returned
to his home here last week for a short va-

Hanna,

Pearl

week, leaving Saturday
visit her daughter, Mrs. selections.

friends here last

Mrs. Nellie Robertson and daughter,
Miss Mina, were in Ellsworth Saturday

A daughter was born to Leverett Gilley
and wife Feb. 26. Mrs. Hannah Moulden
is caring for her daughter.

to

spring.

Newman, formerly of this town, ! last week at home.
Bethel, Vt., is here calling on
Mrs. Fred Carver, of Hog Island, visited

•id friends.

on

barn in the

a

Clarence Gray, at Castine last week.
Edith Howard and Annie Manson, who
are employed in Castine, spent a few days

critically ill,
danger.

othor pagon

cation.

returned to

S.

Minnie Abel, who has been emsome time, is at home

boo

Hcwea Hodgdon has been seriously ill
for two weeks, but is better.

on a

Anne.

county.

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Miss

Co.

March 1.

UNTY NEWS.

•

County Now,

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Mr.

Record'* summer li*t, is larger
of all the other paper* printed

b
th

COUNTY NEWS:
P «# additional

an

immediate

answer?

Miss Verna Lawrie is expected home
from Castine Wednesday.

We have pay stations
Look for the blue bell.

everywhere.

New England Telephone
and

Foln’s Honey and Tar cu res coughs
quickly,
strengthens the luage and expela colds. Oet
genuine in a yellow package, a. a. Pan-

the

can.

I

Telegraph Company

5UNTYNEW8.
bkookun.
Fred Phillip*

^gutter,

aim.

fro™ Kocklmn<1

.pent th.

of BlooblU,

.end »t home.
went to Borton Monday
„,ee Blake
steamer Yale.
,on the
entertained the Kej J, Bridge*
Friday evening.
b circle
Bar Harbor, is vl.itAd, Bbea. of
A. GrifBn.
E.
Mra.
ber sister,
two week, with
„ Ada Herrick spent
and Fenobaeot.
,a« in Hlueblll
cloned, except the high
bools have
is open one week longer.
ml, which
who has been in
„old Goodwilley,
left for Boston
several month.,
0

itd*y>

returned
where she has
baa

i-Gertrude McFarland

We#t Brooksville,
1 teachingHelen McFarland
bury.

lying

Maw.,
music*

rl„ Sherman
,

where

la

home

abe

has

from
been

and wife have returned
where they have been

Hussachnsetts,

tmg their daughter.
Parker and Miaa Geraldine
„ Charles
from Boston, where they

Maine hospital. He will begin work
engineer in A. ft. Dodge's mill.

•rn

The Sunday school wee about to be dlsmigaed when the super In ten dent arose, to
Mine Poeey Wardwell baa returned from the disgust of nearly all the children, who
Belfast, where ahe accompanied ber aiater, thought that the eeeeion had been long,
Mrs. Mary Lee Bowden, who enbmitted to end announced: “And now, children, let
an operation far appendicitis last Thurs- me introduce Ur. Smith, who will give us
day. Mr*. Bowden’s friends are glad to e short talk.'’ Mr. Smith smilingly arose,
and attar gaiing impressively around the
know that ahe is doing well.
class-room began with, “I hardly know
March 1.
L.
what to aay,’’ when the whole school was
convulsed to hear a (mail, thin voice back
CASTINE.
in the rear lisp: “Thay amen, end tbit
A. F. Richardson is in Farmington for down!”
A man who detected a
a few days.
piece of bark in
his sausage, visited the butoher sbop to
The Country club was entertained by know wbat bed become ol the real bark of
Mr*. Vogell Saturday evening. The men the dog. The butcher wee so effected that
he could give him only part ol the tale.
were invited.
•oos ae

Miss

Grace Sawyer and Pearl Colson
Sunday evening by Rev.
G. W. Patterson.
married

were

A. R. Deverenx and wife, of Lamoine,
in town last week, visiting B. D.
Perkins and wife.

were

On account of the heavy gale on Friday
the boat* did not make tbeir regular trips
to Belfast, for the first time this.season.

The

alliance met Wednesday evening
Mrs. William Witberle. Ice-cream
and cake were served. A paper was read by
Miss Amy Witberle.

returned
Mrs. James Coomb* was taken seriously
spent two months.
Allen Btewart, wife of ill last week, and an operation was necr„ Francelia
died suddenly at eaaary. Dr. Snow was called from Buckst Ren I c n suwart,
Feb. 27, after a long port. At present she is reported as doing
home Saturday,
of sixty years. Mrs. as well as can be expected.
ess at the age
of Gapt. Fred
G.
M. Warren and son Raymond reW,rt was the daughter
consisted of turned
Jiary Alien. The family
Saturday from a trip to New York.
C
e

five brother*
ichildren, of whom

re-

Mr. Warren stood the journey well, and
home greatly encouraged. All
a steady
improvement in bis
health.

m-Jobn and Henry, of Boston; Fred, has come
Charlestown; Edward, of Beverly, and hope for
Maas.

Mra.
intiss, of Stoneham,
all
wart had lived in this town nearly

lile. Besides her husband, twoaona—
and two
d ,nd George, of this, place,
of Provigbters- Mma and Laura,
her. In the death of
ice, R- L, survive
but the
i. Stewart, not only the family
lire community feel* deeply the loas.
is.Stewart was a member of the Baplchurch aud a charter member of GenHarborRehekab lodge, her death beThe sympathy
in the lodge.
[ the flrat
all iseiten.teil to the sorrowing family.
I'sk Femme.
11,rvb 1.

!

NORTH CA8TLNE
Hall ha* gone to Brockton, Mass.,

Lhrft
ra

visit.

Mrs. Wilbert Ordwsy returned to Portid to-day.
/tohie Perry has gone to Boston to
end

few months.

a

Miss Sarah Lowell has returned to her
mein North Penobscot.
Frank W’eb*t' shot h wild cat Saturday,
hich weighed forty pounds.

Joseph

Devtr«

ux

and

Harris Leach have

arted out with their motor

aaw.

Karl Puubar. of West Castine, visited
a cousin, Belmont Dunbar, last week.

Constipation causes headache, nausea, dizzilanguor, heart palpitation. Drastic
physios gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels and
don’t care. Doan's Begulets net gently and
cure constipation. 25 cento.
Ask your druggist.— Adwt.

The O. E. B. served sapper Thursday
evening,- after which the usual meeting
was held.
During the evening an interesting program was given. The members
of the supper committee were Miss Carrie
Parker, Miss Lucy Weacott, Mrs. John
Billings and Mrs. Lillian Blake.
The first of the union services which are
to be held t brough lent, was held Sunday
evening in the Methodist church. Music
was furnished by the Castine orchestra
and the Cnitarian choir. The addless was
given by Rev. R. C. Douthitt, of the
Cnitarian church, on gambling. A large
audience was present.
March
G.

CATARRH
Ely’squickly
it

od.

contracted with the

worth
HAVING
support and
need aaaiatance
to

Tbe scallop tisherinen closed their work
a the Bagaduoe river Saturday after a

Condon.

leoessful winter’s work.

Mrs. Frances D.svereux, after an absence
fa few weeks, has returned to the home
fMn. Nelson Littlefield.
Friends of Daniel Blake, who has been
some time, cut a
large aupply of firerood for him last Saturday.
The school in tbe Emerson district,
loght by Miss Carrie Witham, closed

of

one

besides

a

husband,

daughter—Mary Louise,

a

mother—

She

leaves

Mrs. J. F. Gray, of Sargent ville; one sister—Mrs. Florence Smith, of Roxbury,
Mass., and one brother-Sumner Condon,
of Boston.
A.
March 1.

1

today

for the

spring

vacation.

Mias Ibrystal Hutchins, who haa been
toting her sister, Mra. Mary Devereux,
m

returned to

SURRY.
There

is

Mrs. Sterling Anderson is ill of pneumonia.
F. W. Townsend is still confined to the
house with throat trouble.
The Surry dramatic club will
sent the drama, “Valley Farm.”

North Penobecot.

soon

pre-

Raymond Hutchins, with hie wife and
tkild, of North Penobacot, visited bis sisVarden Lord is painting a bungalow
ter, Mrs. Reuben Devereux, Bunday.
at South Surry, owned by summer people.
Harvey Webster is home from Bangor,
Ralph Collins has moved his family into
»hm he has been am
ployed at the East* the house with his wife’s father, Cyrus
Conary.
'3tfccTtu<iMm&,
8. A. McGraw, carrier on R. F. D. No. 2,
was going down a hill in East Bluehill
when his sleigh slewed on the ice, and was
completely wrecked. The mail was wide®«Mness Is Too Generally Considered ly and quickly distributed. Mr. McGraw
was not hurt.
a Sign of Advanced
Age.

WfHMDS

HOT WASTED

A bald headed
person does not have an
*qoil chance with one blessed with a
head of hair, because baldness is
jeneraliy accepted as an indication of
***• Many large
corporations have eetab‘•hed an age
limit, and refuse to take men
°'er35 years of
as new

Almost 65 per

employees.

age
cent, of

bald headed peo*
may regain a good head of healthy hair
Pe
1
they win follow our advice and accept
oar offer. We
have a remedy that we poaiively guarantee to grow hair on any head,
ltK; roots of the hair are
entirely

iwT*

8*

March 1.

___

HOl’TH BU'EHILI..
Mrs. Angus Henderson and Emily Bowden are ill ol the grip.
Mrs. L. H. Sibley intertained a few
friends at a tbimble party Feb. 25.
Mrs.
severe

Mary Candage,
paralytic shock a

remains about the

who
short

suffered a
time ago,

same.

of
North
Hutchings,
Miss Evelyn
Sedgwick, is visiting her grandparents,

Allen Henderson ami wife.
March 1.__

earn

it...

son

enl? n? one should

back
scoff, doubt

^1 test

8*tate *° *>Ut ourremed>' to

toS,e-.Wa”*t

eveyone in Ellsworth who is

an

8C»lp or hair trouble,
ttaArHS .!?.a,,yhair
or baldness to try
o® p„’.f8**!??
“93” Hair

^Rexan
hotter!

Tonic.

U8e

We want

re*ularly—say until three

®ois2a»av? been U8ed and it it does
the JJ,ate dandruff, cleanse and refresh
tighten the hair in its roots and
return every cent
WdiT#w|?Jf*w«w*U for

'r;or

remedy

mere

ask-

,reP°18 no formality expected
°biigaii°n from the
whttever

user

»e

the

and

right here in EUsworthaIlI8t8*?*i8*ied
this offer with a full unkrntitufi* m?ke
that
our business success entii*iv
aiaUf?®®* uP°n the sort of treatment
we

dlro

°Vr customers,

were

and
would
the *bove offer unless we
that we could
every particular. Two
E. G. Moore, cor.

certain
mbstaru^ *Ue*^
e
in

•ires fin,.

*1

ftoS,"'00'

windy farewell.

NEW SERIES

when

law

eveninga.

Feb. 26.

borrow

can

on

your

will amount to but little more
than you are now paying tor
lent, and in about ten years you
will

Telephone 2215
BRANCH AT ROCKLAND, MAINE

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars inqutre of
O. W. Taplby, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bauk Bldg.
A. W. Kino, President.

insurance Statrrocnts.

BafltoaD. «nb SU«mtoa*i

FIREMANS

case
Foley’s Kidney Remedy will curei» any
n°t b*of kidney or bladder trouble that
backache
Cures
of
reach
the
mefliciue
yond
reand irregularities that it neglected might
Cl. A.
sult in Bright’s dis use or diabetes.

Pabcheb.

FIND INS. CO.,
FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.
Incorporated in IMS.
Commenced business in 1M3.
Wm. J. Dutton, President.
Louis Weinmans. Secretary.
Capital paid up in cash, $l.f00,000.00,
ASSETS DEC. 31, lfOl.
Real estate owned by the com$ .'66,11050
pany. uuincumbertd,
Loans on bond and mortgage (first
283.980 00
liens),
Loans secured by collaterals,
169,953 00
Stocks aud bonds owned by the
$4,011,663 50
company, market value.
Cath in the company's principal
offices and in baukc.
491,597 11
Premiums in due course of colltc800,784 79
tion, Fire & Marine,
33,49-2 96
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
56,751 85
38,878 53
All other assets,
OF SAW

Commencing, Oct.

1908.

o,

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
AM

BAR HARBOR.
Sorrento
Sullivan.
Mt Desert Ferry.

AM
10 30

..

11 30

PM; PM
3 30
4 20.
4 50
5 20' 10 05
5 27 10 12
5 30 10 15
J5 39 10 25

WaukeagSFy. 11 37
Hancock.Jll 4e
Franklin Road.Jll 48
Wash’gt’u June. 11 00 llg57 J5 47! 10 45

ELLSWORTH.
11 07 12 05
5 .55 10 f2
Ellsworth Falls.
II 12 )2gl0
6 02 clO 57
Nicolin. Jll 2.5 12g28 *6 15icll 10
Green Lake.
11 36 12g81
6 24;cli 19
Phillips Lake. Jll 42 12g39' J6 31’.
Holden.
11 50 12g46
6 39|cll 34
Brewer June.
12 09
1 05 6 59 11 53
BANGOR, MC. 12 15 1 10 7 06 11 59
I’M

AM

Portland.
4 50
5 40 12 50
Boston.I 7 55 9 06 5 30
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
I P M |
A M |
10 00
8 00

Boston.j
Portland.

1 20
AM!AM
.600 10 30

11 00
PM

Aggregate of all tbe admitted

M
9

00

12

40
PM

BANGOR.
3 35 5 00
Brewer June.| 6 07 10 37 3 41
5 06
Holden. J6 29 10 59, J4 00 J5 25
Phillips Lake. J6 36 Jll 07l J4 06 J5 32
4 13 J5 40
Green Lake.j 6 44 11 15
Nicolin. J6 58 11 25 J4 21 J6 49
Ellsworth Falls.I 7 06 11 40 4 34
6 02
ELLSWORTH.
7 13 11 47 4 39 6 08
7 25 11 *7
4 45 J6 14
Wash’gt’n June.
6 22
Franklin Road.j J7 33 12 06
6 30
Hancock.j J7 41 12 15
Waukeag, S Fy.| 7 44 12 18 .! 6 33
Mt Desert Ferry.! 7 50 12 25
6 40
8 20:..i.
Sullivan
.1
Sorrento.| 8 45, 1 C5..
8
BAR HARBOR
7 25
40| 1

Capital actually paid up in cash,
Surplus beyond capital,

40j.

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.39
m. and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.52
p. m. connect with Washington Co R R.
J Stops on signal to conductor,
c Stops to leave but not to take passengers
g Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.

Passengers

earnestly requestly
the
before
are

to

procure tickets
trains, and
entering
to Falls and Falls to
Ellsworth
especially
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent,
MORRIS M’DONALD,
Vice-Pres. and Oen’l Manager.
General office, Portland, Me.

Steamer Catherine leaves Bar Uarbor at
Sam, Monday and Thursday for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
Stonlnlgton North Haven and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Juliette leaves Bluehlll at 8 a m,
Mondavs and Thursdays for 8outh Bluehlll,
West Tremout. Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle,
Sargentvllle. South Brooksvlfle, Dark Harbor
and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Bos-

STRING FIELD, MASSACHUSETTS.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1908.
:

Real

estate.

$

Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
; Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and
Agents' balances.

bank,

j Interest and rents,
Gross assets,

$8,519,933 (6

Total liabilities and net surplus,
$8,519,933 96
THE GEO. II GRANT CO., Agents,
ELLSWORTH. ME.

Leave Rockland at 1.30 a
steamer from Boston,
for Bar Uarbor,
Bluehlll,

Tuesdays

arrival of
and Saturday
Intermediate

m, or on

Wednesday
and

landings.
E. 8.

J. Mobbb, Agent, Bar Harbor.

CO.,

OF

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1908.
Real estate,
121,95010
*
Mortgage loans,
546,500 00
9
CoI!atc*ai loans.
91,500 00
Stocks and bonds,
7,408,373 00
Cash in office and bank,
161,059 65
1,234,649 85
Agents'balances,
Interest and rents,
26,968 25
All other assets,
12,841 79
dross assets,
Deduct items not

*9,603,642 64

admitted,

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and surplus,
THE GEO. H. GRANT

37,699

42

$9,565,943 22
31, 1908.
*

451,792 27
6,180.197 85
343,499 79
1,500,000 00
1,090,453 31

*9,565.943 22
CO., Agents.

ELLSWORTH. ME.

lUgal Xoticrs
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament and codicil of
SARAH R. RICHARDSON, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased.no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imIda M. Richardson.
mediately.
Southwest Harbor, Feb. 23,1909.

THE

Steamer leaves Boston at 5 pm,
and Fridays for Rockland.

300,000 00
935,620 00
6,000 00
5.713,787 00
640,653 74
876,415 93
47.457 29

Admitted assets,
$8,519,933 96
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1908.
Net unpaid losses.
$ 313,427 59
Unearned premiums,
4,032,019 86
All other liabilities,
270,685 «8
Cash capital,
2,000,000 00
over
all
Surplus
liabilities,
1.903,900 63

ton.

RETURNING

1,209,639 13

SPRINGFIELD FIRE AND MARINE
INSURANCE CO.,

PUENIX INSURANCE

$3.00.

1,600,000 00

Aggregate amount of liabilities
Including net surplus,
$6,452,211 78
THE GEO. H. GRANT CO.. Agents,
ME.
ELLSWORTH,

..

p

as-

of tbe company at their
actual value,
$6,452,211 73
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1908.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
Claims,
$ 418 486 44
Amount required to safely re-in*
sure all outstanding risks,
2.941,901 51
All other demands against the
company, vis.: commissions, etc.,
282,184 65
sets

8 25
A

f 6 452,211 73

Gross a*sets,

AM
4 50

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Jndge of the District court of the United States for the District of Maine.
W. YOUNG, of Hancock, in the
county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
in
said district, respectfully
represents,
that
on
the 7th aay of March,
1908,
he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the
Acte of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all hie property
and rights of property, and has fully complied with all the requirements of said acts
and of the orders of co *rt touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the coart to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against bis estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from sucb discharge.
Dated this 10th day of February, a. d. 1909.
Geokqk W. Young,

|

NOTICE OP FORECLOSURE.
Lydia M. BUke, of

Sedgwick.
county of Hancock. and State off
WHEREAS
Maire, by ber mortgage deed dated the
twen-

| ty-fourth day

of Feoiuar>. one thousand nine
hundred ana three, and recorded in the Hancock county registry of deeds, in vol 386,
801, conveyed to George ML Warren, of
asline, in tbe county of Hancock, and State
of Maine, a certain tot of land in Sedgwick,
county and State aforesaid, to wit:
Beginning on (be town road leading from
Sargentville to Joseph Gray’s corner, so
cul'c-d, on line of land formerly owned by the
heirs of Johu Emerson; thence southeasterly
by said ErueraoD’s lai d eighty-nine rods to
stake and sione; thence southwesterly thirtysix rods to land owned by Dudley Closson;
thence northwesterly by land of said Closson
eighty niue rods to the town road; thence by
said road tu the first mentioned bonnd, containing twenty-two acres more or less, together with the buildings thereon standing,
and, whereas the said George M. Warren, by
his deed of assignment dated the 4th day at
November, 1804, and recorded in said re ist»y,
vol. 468, page 12, assigned to me, Celia Alexander, of Castine, in said county of Hancock,
and State of Maine, said mortgage deed, and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken and still remains so. now, therefore, I, the said Celia Alexander, claim a foreclosure of said mortgage, and give this notice
for the purpose of foreclosing the same.
Celia Alexander.
By her attorney. Williuin E. Whiling.
Dated February 18,1 09.

Sage

Bankrupt.

Repairs
m

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments hna interest together

Tuesday and
Mrs. Ernest

E-

and

RENT

you

I
I

Engines,
Supplies

Shares, SI each monthly pay
merits, Ml per share*

Eastern Steamstilp Company

Mrs. J. F. Havnes spent
Wednesday w ith her sister,
Rowe, iu Aurora.
for two
Jasper HavneB, who has been
weeks w ith his aunt, Mrs. George Croeoy,
returned home Thursday.
Albert Mace and Mrs. .Mace, of Aurora,
wife
were
guests of F. E. Mace and
Wednesday and Thursday.
Carl Collar youngest son ol William A.
has passed
Collar, formerly of Great Pond,
to
his examination and been admitted
the bar. He has been employed as payCo.
master of the White Star Steamship
of
for some time, and attended the school

3000
in

1

J In Bankruptcy.

)

GEOROE

IS H. P.

Freezers,
Stationary

our

our

Bankrupt** Petition fur Discharge.

PRICE RIGHT

c*°***c*ea closed, and the scalp
become glazed and shiny. We want
POND.
GREAT
t0 tFy llli8
remedy al our riak, w*th
.distinct understanding that unless it
James Rice, of Bangor, was in town
Mount Desert and Bluehlll Division
wc claim it w ill, and
■uMexa(,!*.v w!hat in
Thursday.
every respect, we
ihtii ^•taction
relatives
is
Williams
visiting
no
John
Mrs.
FIRST CLASS FARE
charge for the remedy used
snphlmaae
ua!!nC the trial.
in Mariaville.
know exactly what we are
talking
and
cold
Between Bar Uarbor ami Boston
arid with this offer
February is giving us rather a
of

h 11

to

If

Ice Cream

PAY

Notary Public.

Bankrupt.

rumps.

open.

NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE.
-11THERBA8 John W. McKay, of the town
of Southwest Harbor, in the county of
V?
Hancock, and State of Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated the twenty- fifth day of April,
a. a. 1906, and recorded in Hancock county,
Maine, register of deeda, book 480. page 267,
conveyed to Leonice Brown Puileu. of the
city of Saco, county of Ymk. and State of
Mai ne. a certain got or parcel of land siluaUd
in said Southwest Harbor, with the builoings
thereon, bounded and described as follows, to
wit:
Beginning at a stake < n the western
side of ti e road lending to Clark’s Point on
the nor.ta side of the private way near Ujmsite
of the old brick yard leading to the »hoW*ud
running south fifty-six and one-half degrees west five rods and thirteen lL.kstoa
stake ou the bank; thence south eighty one
degrees west five rods and thirteen links to t
stake in the beach; thence north eight and
one half degrees west on the beach two roda
and eighteen links to a stake; thence north
sixty nine degrees east four rods and twenty
links 10 the west side of said town roau;
thence following said road southerly four rods
to the first mentioned bound and containing
one fourth of an acre mote or less, snd being
the same premises deeded to me, the saia
John W. McKay by the said Leonice Brows
And whereas
Pullen by deed of even date.
the condition of said mortgage has been
broken and remains so, now therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
February 18, a. d. 1909.
LkonicbJBrown Pullen.
By Geo. R. Fuller, her attorney.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock as.
Supreme Judicial Court.
In vacation. Ellsworth, Feb. 23, A. D. 1909.
Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered: That
tbt Libellant give notice to the said Li
tel lee to appear before the Justice of our Supreme Judicial Court, to be bolden at Ellsworth, within and for the County of Hancock,
ou the Second Tuesday of April A. D. 1909
by publishing an attested copy of said Ltr>el
and this order thereon, three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in Ellsworth in our County of
Hancock, the last publication to be thirty
days at least prior to the second Tuesday of April next, that she may there and
then in our said Court appear and answer to
•aid libel.
Axno W. Kino,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the Libel and Order of Court
thereon
Attest:—John F. Knowlton. Clerk.

In the matter of
Obokob W. Youxo,

llA
ts what your money will
invested In shares of the

now

TiraillAfl the BrooksTllIe Lumber Oe,
of Brooksville. ia the county of HanTf
cock, nod State of Maine, by their mortgage
deed dated Feb. 9, 1987, end recorded in the
Brooksville towu regie try, book Ho. 9, page 8,
conveyed to Ohas L. Baboon. of Sedgwick, in
the said county of Hancock, and Butte of
Maine, the following described property located in said Brooksville, on the shore o: Parker’s pond so called, said property ooneiete
uf a taw mill with all mschi'iery contained
thereto, including engine, boiler and all machines used for manufacturing different
kinds of lumber now Installed in said mill,
also all balding* connected with said mill,
consisting of boarding house, stable and
blacksmith shop.
Whereas said Chas. L. Babson by his deed
of assignment dated March 38, 1908, and recorded in Brooksville town registry, April],
1909, vol. 9, page 189, assigned to c. Roy Tapley, of Brooksville, in said county of Han
cock, and State of Maine, the said mortgage
deed.
Whereas, C. Boy Tapley. of Brooksville
oounty and State aforesaid, by bla deed of assignment dated Feb. 6, 1909. and recorded ia
Brooksville town registry, vol. 8. page 164, asto O. L. Tapley, of Broonsville, the
signed
said mortgage deed. And whereas the condition of saia mortgage has been broken and
remains so, now therefore, I, the said O. L,
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
Tapley,
and give this nonce for the purpose of foreO. L. Taplky.
closing the s» me.
Feb. 15, 1909.

■

THE OLD RELIABLE

PM

much illness in town.

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME

Banking.

funeral of Mrs. John W. Paris at SedgMonday, Feb. 22. Mrs. Paris was ill

She was
week, of pneumonia.
Brooksville, the eldest daughter
the late Robert and Flora (Roberts)

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.

City of Ellafor those who

M1ANUS MARINE ENGINES

wick

a

care

count, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care lor them at the City Farm
house.
M. J. Drummby.

Dra. Hunt, Wardwell and Farrow performed an operation for appendicitis upon
Eunice Haunders Wednesday, Feb. 24 at

born in

SptfasfNM,OU»

For Sale at Your Grocer’s

during the next five
▼ears and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my ac-

dram in the

only

AMSTED A BURK COMPACT, IUkia»

may

Mrs. Frank Conners, of Penobscot, is at
F. fl. Billings.

Blodgett left Thursday for a
saiiifM and pleasure trip to Boston, New
ork and Pbi adeiphia.
J. K.

absorbed.

Pauper Notice.

Is

^fowToiTfOEWLomt.

—

Gives Relief at Once.
It cleanses, soothe*,
heals ami protects
the dum-ased membrane resulting from Catarrh and drives
uwuy a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of laste and Smell. Full size
50 ct*. at
Druggists or by mail. Liquid
Cr*am Balm for use in atomizers 75 eta.
Eh Brothers. 66 Warren Street, New York.

A

ljgal lfctfm*

_

•TATI or MAI If I.
Govmty of Hancock as.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court next to be held at fetllsworth,
within and for said county of Hancock, on
the second Tuesday of April, a. d. 1M
TJ ORACH A. GRINDLE, of Blueh ll, in
JljL eald county, respectfully represents,
that be is the bus .and of Hattie N. Grindle;
that he was lawfully married to said Haiti# N.
G(Indie, at Stoninftoa, In said county, by
John B. Small, a Justice of the peace, oa the
2ftth day of Janaary, a. d. IMS; that they lived
together as husband and wife at said stoningion and Bluehill, from the time of their said
marriage nntil the 2d day of July, a. d. 1W>7;
that your libellant bss always conducted
himself towards bis said wife as a faithful
husband; that said Hattie N. Grindle has
bet*n guilty of cruel and abusive treatment
toward your libellant and has treated him
with extreme cruelty; ibat during the month
of June. a. d. 1907, the said Hattie N. Grindle
committed the crime of adultery with divers
lewd men whose names are to your libellhnt
unknown; that on said second day of July,
a. d. 1907. the said Hattie N. Grindle deserted
your libellant without cause and went to
unknown to him. since which time be
purts
bus never seen or heard from her; that her
residence is unknown to him and can not be
ascertained by reasonable diligence. Wherefore he prays Justice in the premises and a
divorce from the bonds of matrimony between him and bis said wife.
Bluehill, February 20.1909.
Bohacu A. GaranitU.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 20th
d..y of February, a. d. 1909.
Edward B. Chabk.

(L. 8.)

Cream Balm

,Upt. Frank W, Hutchins left Thursday
her home. Miss McCloud, a trained nurse,
t a business trip to Southwest Harbor.
is w ith her.
Mrs. Mary Wesoott
and daughter
Several from this place attended the
eephine are visiting relatives in PortDipt.

some

roR

work for

Mr. Tunney, of Turner, is to take W. L.
Knox's place in the woolen mill. Mr.
Knox is to leave this week and the mill
w ill only be closed for a short time.

of its absolute cleanliness, wholegoodness and uniform qualil
A baking or two will convince
you that no other could give
you entire satisfaction.
antee

WHY

James L. Haunders has taken the bass
Brooks ville cornet band, in
place of W. W. Cousins, deceased.

when you use
this flour.
Their perfect system in milling is a
guar-

A Reliable Remeuy

1._
BROOKS VILLE.

You are protected

by the millers

2Ufrnt‘£tnunts.

l^fal ygttcn,

^

?

ness,

with

The entertainment at the Normal hall
Friday evening, by the members of the B
class, was interesting. Music was furnished by
the^CastiiA orchestra. Homemade candies were on sale.

1

Order of Notice Thereon.
District of Maine ss.
On this 27th day of February, a. d. 1909, on
reading the foregoing petit on, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a bearing be had
upon the same on th€ 19th day of March
a d. 1909. before said court at Portland, in said
district, at 10 o'clock in tne forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district. and that all known creditors, and other
persons in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted
And it ia further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Honorable Clarence Hale,
Witness the
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 27th day
of February, a. d. 1909.
James E. Hewey, Clerk.
fL. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—James E. Hewey, Clerk.

Bankrupt’s Petition
In the matter of
John H. Prescott,

Bankrupt.

for

J)

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Andrew W. Soper, by his deed
28, 1906, un-1 recorded in
lor Hancock coi.nty. S ate
Registry
of Maine, book 432. page <.06, conveyed to me
in mortgage and in f» e certain real estate in
the village of Uucksport. said counts, asset
forth and described in said deed; and whereas
the condition of said mortgage has been
broke n and co .tmnes broken; now, therefore,
I claim foreclosure of said mortgage, and publish this notice lor tbe purpose of foreclosing the same.
Dated at Grand Lake Stream, in the county
of Washington, said Stale, this 17th day of
February, in tbe year me thousand nine
hundred nine.
William O. Buck.
dated July
WHEREAS
of Deeds

Discharge.

Tn

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District of Maine.
H. PRESCOTT, of Eden, in the
county of Hancock and State of
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents, that on the 2d day of January, last
p:\st, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under
the Acts of
Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all bis
property and rights of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of said
acts and of the orders of court touching his

JOHN

subscriber

hereby gives
be has been duly appointed
THE
istrator of the estate of

SARAH E. YOUNG, late of HANCOCK,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs.
All persons
aving demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Hancock. Feb. 23, 1906. Rufus H. Young.

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 28d aay of February, a. d. 1909.
John H. Prescott,

given

Bankrupt.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
LILLIAN B. FITZGERALD, late of EDEN,
in tLe county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are rtquesud io make payment immediately.
Albukn ft. Brewer.
Bar HarLor, Feb. 23, !9t9.

THE

Order of Notice Thereon.
District of Maine ss.
On this 27th day of February, a. d. 1909, on
reading he foregoirg petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be
the 19th day of
bad upon the same rr.
d.
sod
court
March, a.
1909, before
said
at
at
in
t«-n
Portland,
district,
and that noin
the forenoon:
o’clock
tice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that all known creditors, and other
persons in intere»t., may appear »t the said
time and place, and *«h -w cau.-e, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is fun her ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send i#y mail to all known
creditors copies ol said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 27th day of
February, a. d. 1909.
James E. Hewey, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—James E. Hewey, Clerk.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
TlfHEREAS Erastus J. Moore, of EllsV? worth, Hancock county, Maine, by his
deed of mortgage dated the 26th day of November, A. I) 1869, and recorded in the Registry of Deeds for said County of Hancock, in
BtOk 276, Rage 176, conveyed to me the undersigned. a certain lot or parcel of laud situ
ated in said Ellsworth aud bounded aud described as follows, to wit:
Beginning on New Street at northwest cor
ner of lot sold to Frank E. Garland; thence
northwesterly three aud one-half ions to iiou
stake; thence northeasterly ten rods more or
less to Bay view Street or Hale land; thence
southeasterly three and one-hall rods on saiu
line to corner of said Frank E. Garland lot;
thence following said Garland north line to
place of beginning, containing thirty-five
Also reserving the
square rods more or less.
right to use the water from a spring adjoining
this lot, and WHEREAS the condition of said
mortgage has been broken and still remains
broken, NOW THEREFORE by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof I claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this
notice for that purpose.
> «;
Dated this 13th day of February, A. D. 1909.
Robert Gerry.
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
Irving S. Mitchell,
In Bankruptcy.

Bankrupt,

j)

To the creditors of Irving S. Mitchell, of
Eden, in the county of Hancock and district
aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 20th
day of February, a. d. 1909, the said
Irving S. Mitchell was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the first meeting of his creditors will be held at my office, at 39 Main street,
in Ellsworth, Maine, on the 15th day of March
a. d. 1909, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, at
which time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt and transact such other business as may properly come before said meetWilliam E. Whiting,
ing.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth, Me., February 27, 1909.

NOTICE

notice that
admin-

subscriber
rpHE
be has been
1.

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed administraof the estate of
HOWARD H. HOMER, late of FRANKLIN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the .same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment t*uPercy E. Homer.
ruediatel}.
Feb-uary 17, 1909.
tor

subscriber hereby gives notice that
rpHE
he has been
X
appointed executor

duly

I

of the last will and testament of
JULIET M. LIVINGSTON, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
’« minds against the
->av
u
All pei.- .u*
estate ..f s idd.ee-^e
a
desired to present
the s nir »i*r sMi cji.eni. and all indebted
:.
there o .i ereij e-i.
ake payment immediately.
hi lip Livingston.
F biuiry II, l-Oii.

7"

o*

U

HE
s
e

subscriber

hereby gi^es

that
executrix

notice

appointed

h.<» been duly
.i-t will und t« stament

,e

of
late of

MvBIA T. SC AMMONS,
FRANKLIN,
m
ine county 01
Hancock, deceased, and
bonds
as
the law
directs.
All
persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all inde ted
thereto are requested to make payment imAlice li. Scott.
mediately.
Ellsworth, Feb. 18, 1909.

given

|

>

IT1HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisX
trator of the estate of
ANGELINA INGRAHAM, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as tbe law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imBloompibld Higgins.
mediately.
Bar Harbor, Feb. 16, 1909.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
WILLIAM GUPTILL, late of GOULDS BORO,
in the county of Hancock, Decease*!, and
All pergiven bonds as the law direct*
sons having
demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and ait indeoitd
thereto are requested to muse payment imFmkrson 0. .Smith,
mediately.
West Sullivan, Feb. 16, 190«.

THE

Subscribe for The American,

Slttntisnunta.

i

fttbntimumta.
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Dr. Fernando Aleman,

•

Porto Rico, Rec
ommends Pe-nt-na,

Inspector Sanitation,

The Sailor’s Return

[Original.]
There Is nothing to do in this story
to turn fact into fiction but to select
The names
one or two fictitious names.
■re all the fiction there is in it.
One morning a young man appeared at the Brooklyn navy yard and shipped as a machinist. The cruiser he
to steamed across the
was assigned
Atlantic, through the Mediterranean

FIRST CUT!
M. GALLERT’S STOCK

and the Suez canal for the China station.

Young Wheelock. as we shall call
him. was a skilled mechanic. Though
he had beeu all over the world, he said
very little about his wanderings or
Ue had left a girl at home,
himself.
I and possibly this lsv why he was so
quiet. Men in love either like to talk
all the while about their sweethearts
or do a lot of tbinkiug about them.
Wheelock was of the thinking kind.
I'or three years the cruiser was
steaming about in Chinese and Japawas ordered home.
nese waters, then
The term of Wheelock's enlistment was
nearly expired, indeed, when the ship
left Japan just three weeks of it were
unexpired. He was privileged to stop
off at any |iort the vessel stopped at
after the expiration of Ids term or to
go ou w ith the ship to the place of his
Wlieu he reached Honoenlistment.
lulu Wheelock had just five days to
No one supposed he would
serve.
wish to leave the ship iu those faraway islands, but if he did he couldn't
uuless It remained among them for the
remainder of his term, lie showed no
anxiety to do so. and as at his euli.itmcnt he hnd given Sau Francisco ns
his birthplace his shipmates supposed
be would remain aboard until that city
was reached.
Four days were consumed iu coaling
at Honolulu, and the cruiser was ready
to c-outinue her voyage across the Pa
ciflc on the very day that Wheelock
S' ill. he
was free to leave the navy.
said nothing about remaining iu the
Sandwich Islands and outwardly at
least showed no concern whether the
vessel left two hours uft<. cm* liefore
the expiration of Ills term. Before re
turning to America, however, the
commander decided to make a short
cruise among the islands recently acquired by the United States. On the
morning the vessel weighed anchor for
this cruise Wheelock's term in the
He remained ou board,
navy expired.
however, and that afternoon when they
reached the port of I-abaeua. on the
Island of Maui, he went on deck. After looking awhile at the quiet little
port set in a very beautiful country
with a pair of eyes lit with pleasure
he weut to the officer of the deck and
the comasked to see the captain,
mander came out of his cabin and asked the man what he could do for him.
"My enlistment is expired. I'd like
my discharge.” replied Wheelock.
"What, here? Don’t you wish to go
to Brooklyn, where you enlisted?”
I “No, sir.”

DRV GOODS and SHOES

|

_PR.

FERNANPO ALEMAN.

\

I HEREBY CERTIFY: That I
hare had opportunity to try Peruna >
J in different cases of obstinate >
cough, as well as all kird« o? hron- <
chial and pulmonary catarrh, ia >
grippe especially, and it has al-(
ways given brilliant results. There- .*
J fore I have the pleasure of rccom- (
mending tlii« valuahlc prep-.raDn. Fernando Aleman.
(
| tion.
of

cough
THE operation
simply stops
cough without

medicine

a

that

the

removing thecause

is much

quicker,

dose stopping it entirely. Hence the temporary popularity of such harmful medicines.
The cough medicine that can lie relied
upon to remove the cause, aud thus stop
the comrh, is Peruna.
Peruna operates directly to heal the
congested or inflamed mucous membranes of the air passages and lnngs.
A lablespoonful before each meal and
at bedtime will often relieve a win tar
cough permanently and quickly.
sometimes the first
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SOUTH HANCOCK.
C. S. Colewell, of Norway, is in town
business.

on

Olive Close, of Bangor, is keeping
house for R. U. Young.
Mrs.

Miss Inez Martin, of Ashville, is
at C. E Martin's.

em-

ployed

Mrs. John Stinson, of Prospect Harbor,
ia the guest of Mrs. S. H. Mitchell.
Mrs. C. L. Smith, who has been visiting
At Ellsworth and Mariaviile, is at home.
Francis Kelley, who has lately been discharged from the State school for boys at
Cape Elizabeth, is with his aunt, Mrs. W.

“But surely you don't

want

to

BOUGHT BY

C. L.

JORANG,

NOW ON 8ALE AT

50 cents ON THE DOLLAR.
!

■*

One lot Ladies’ Outside Garments from
>5.00 to >10.01.

children's Cashmere Hose, Sizes
8 1-2, 23 cent Quality,

to

_$1.98

.12 1-2

One lot Ladies' Outside Skirts >3.08 to

REMNANTS OF DRESS GOODS
HALF PRICE.
Cotton Cnderwear all Marked Down.
•Special Bargains in TRIMMINGS ami
RIBBONS.

>6.00

_$1.98
Wrappers >1.00

and >1.25 now

Dress Goods, .75, $1.00, 91.86, reduced to

.69
Shirt

.50

Waists, >1.00, >1.25, >1.50

3 1-2

yd. Muslin

.79

Shirt AVaist Patterns

I

.25

get

off at this out of the way place. Hadn't
you better go back with us to Uouo-,

lulu?”
The officers of Leonard Wooster lodge,
L O- G. T., were installed Tuesday evening
by D. G. C. T., L. S. Jordan. At the close
•f the meeting ice-cream, cake and coffee
were served.
March 1.
W.
WEST BROOKL1N.

Henry Bridges, who has been visiting
In Surry, is home.
Frank Spear, of steamer Pemaq uid, is at
home for a few days.
Miss Florence Morgan, of Sedgwick,
▼isited her aunt, Mrs. Martha Eaton, last
week.
Elmer Bridges, who has been employed
on the battleship Missouri, arrived home

Baturday.

Mrs. Bessie Carter and Celestia Beavey

■pent Saturday
Sargent vilie.

and

Sunday

with

friends

■I

School closed Friday after a successful
term taught by Jennie Clifford, of Sandy
Point. Those not absent one-half day were
fioward Closson, Lena Gray and Harry

Garter.
March ).

B.
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WHEEZER OR SNEEZER!
Have You Heard of Hyomei for Catarrh, Asthma and Hay Fever.
If yon wheeze or sneeze, hawk or
spit, snaffle or blow, something is the
matter with the membrane of your
respiratory tract, and you need Hy«mei.
And you need Hyomei because it
will cure you of any catarrhal or inflammatory condition that exists.
It isn’t a stomach
medicine, or
apray, or douche, but a very pleaaant,
healing, antiseptic balsam, from the
forests of Australia. You
eucalyptus
breathe this balsamic air through a
hard-rubber
■mall,
inhaler, and it
reaches every nook, corner and crevice of the membrane, and promptly
killa the germs.
G. A. Parcher will sell you a com-

plete Hyomei (pronounced High-ome) outfit for $1.00,

on

the money

back plan.
“The uee of Hyomei cored Mr. Cutler of catarrh in 1904. He haa strongly endorsed the use of Hyomei in
many instances, snd we are glad to gc
on record regarding this marvelous
catarrh cure, and endorse it.”—Mrs,
A. Cntler, 201 Post Ave., Battle Creek
Mich.

MIONA
Cures Dyspepsia.

Your money back if k don't Grass
■mdis ir relief from heartburn, soar stons
•ch. stomach distress and sick hmdsrhr
50 cents a lame Us at
G. A. Pabcheb’b.

I'd rather go asiidrt' fiere.”
PresThe captain looked puzzled.
ehtly he asked. "Would you mind tell-

‘'-"•'6. sir;

Ing me why?”
“Certainly not.

There." pointing to
the island, “is my home.
My father
and mother, my brothers and sisters,
are there. They live at Sprcckelsvllle,
not far from that port.
There, too. Is
my sweetheart”
"But,” said the captain, “were you
not bom in San Francisco?”
“I was, but when I was a little child
my father came here, with bis family,
to take the position of engineer of a

SHOE

j

DEPARTMENT.

Ladies’ Patrician $3.50 and $4.00 Boots and
QQ
Oxfords,Ladies’ Burt $3.50, $4.00 and
flit/O
$5.00 Boots and Oxfords, all at
Men’s

$5.00 Stetson

Shoe

sugar plantation.”
The captain was too astonished to
reply at once. When he did he said;
“Do you mean to tell me—I know It—
you don’t need to tell me—that after a
three years' cruise from New York
you bring up here at your home on the
very day of the expiration of your enlistment?”
"A singular coincidence, captain!”
"I should think so! And you—didn’t
you feel some emotion at the prospect
of going past all those you love without seeing them?"
"I didn’t Intend to do so. I waited.”
"And said nothing. It’s a pity there
are not more silent people in the world.
1
They're rare. All right; you shall have
your discharge.”
That evening the young sailor entered the village of Spreckelsvllle and
made his way to his home. That he
was in the navy his relatives knew,
Par Additional Count* JV*w>. tee other page.
but if they had any idea of his whereabouts they supposed him to be on the
EAST SULLIVAN
sea of Japan.
Not even the girl who
Mrs. Georgia Robertson is spending
had been so long waiting for him
some time with her son, Elwood Robertdreamed that he was on the island.
son, in Winter Harbor.
When she saw in the distance the faTo-night will be children's night in
miliar figure coming toward her she
trembled, fearing that it was his John Dority grange.
Miss Mina Urann is visiting her brother
wraith. On he came, his features becoming more distinct at every step. Marcel L. in Boston.
That he did not speak at first gave
Miss Mabel Urann, eldest daughter of
color to her fear that he was not in the Harry Urann and wile, and George
flesh, but she remembered that he was Graham were united in marriage at the
of the silent kind, and when a smile Methodist
parsonage by Rev. C. A. Prudy,
broke on his lips she was reassured. Feb. 25.
But she caught at the gate by which
Miss Nettie Crane, of Birch Harbor, is
she was standing, and when he darted
visiting her uncle, Fred D. Crane.
forward and took her in his arms she
Mrs. Barbara Bunker, widow of l.ysanwas ready to fall.
The news traveled fast that the wan- dus Bunker, a former resident of this
died at the home of her daughter,
derer had returned.
It was one suc- place,
cession of embraces, from that with Mrs. Fred Bartlett, in Sorrento, March 1,
the mother to the youngest sister. after a long illness.
A large box of books and magazines has
There was the fatted calf killed, and
there was merrymaking till late into been received for the village library, the
the night.
gift of Miss Georgia H Emery, of Newton,
But whether the sailor remained with Mass. Other recent gifts have been from
his people or in time awoke from his Mrs. James A. Hill and the West Goulds
happiness, like the soldier awoke from boro library through the kindness of Mrs.
a dream of home to find himself
lying F. P. Noyes.
on a battlefield, is not recorded.
DANIEL 8. BUNKER.
NELSON MAXWELL.
Daniel S. Bunker was born in Sullivan

....

3.98

Men’s Box Calf

$1.69

Bluchers, $2, $2.50,

.98

Boys’ and Youths’ Box Calf Bals.,

C. L. MORANG,
ELLSWORTH,

COUNTY NEWS.

MAINE.

April 13, 1832, and died at tbe borne of bii
son Charles, in Northeast Harbor, with
for additional County Itetee ... other payee
whom be was spending the winter, on
Feb. 18. Mr. Bunker enlisted as a private in
EAST BLL'EHILL.
company H, 1st regiment of heavy artilMrs. W. F. Chapman left for Stonington
lery, Maine volunteers, July 18, 1862,
and was honorably discharged
June to-day.
6, 1886, coming borne to his farm
Harry Leach is spending a tew days in
a
to remain
peaceful,
law-abiding, Stonington.
kindly citizen, until mustered out after
8. Watson Cousins went to
Redstone, N.
a tew days’ illness of pneumonia, into tbe
H., Thursday.
country from which no traveler returns.
Mrs. Charles Youtman, who baa been
Mr. Bunker leaves two children by his first
marriage—Charles and Mrs. Carrie Joyce, spending a few weeks in Ellsworth, is
and one by a later marriage, Daniel—who home.
Mrs. George E. Hardy and children are
made his home with his father. Services
were conducted at the church Friday by
visiting Mrs. Hardy's father, M. Morgan,
Rev. C. A. Purdy, and were largely atten- ■n East Surry.
ded by friends and comrads of the G. A R
H. P. Long took W. F. Chapman and
H.
March, 2._

COUNTY NEWS.

may say tbe right word in the
tone, you may preach the gospel as
if it were a curse.—Joseph Parker.

Earle Curtis to Stonington last week, in
bis naphtha boat.
Mrs. Evelyn Hutchins and daughter
Dora are visiting Mrs. Hutchins’ sister,
Mrs. R. L. Witham, in Surry.
RMarch 1.
AMHERST.

I
I

Harold Croaby and wife, of Bangor, are
in town visiting bis parents.
Ella Turner, of Veazie, visited her
mother, Mrs. Sarah Fletcher over Sunday.
Joshua Nickerson received a bad cut in
the knee while working in the woods last
week.
in
Sheriff F. O. Silsby and wife were
Amherst and Aurora Saturday and Sun-

i a»>v

.,

March, 1,
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You

wrong

TUB AMERICAN'S

tatting down
of bargains

the

advertisers are
into the fold

Advertising is like learning to swim.
Bare confidence, strike out and you wifi
tirefy win.
of performance to every
pound of promise in the advertisement*
of THE AMERICAN.
Sixteen

ounces

WHEN YOU ARE

price-bars

;

k

PALE—,

There is something wrong. The simplest way to bring health
to the body and color to the cheeks is to correct the faults anu
weakness of the system. An occasional dose of the true *‘L.
Atwood’s Bitters gives prompt relief from headache, biliousness,
indigestion and kindred ailments. The standard familyremcaj
dealers.
far constipation tor fifty years.
35 cts. a bottle at your
Indian Point. Me.

V
■

’’Haw used

’L. P.’ Atwood's Binert and have
thereby. 1 keep a bottle ol it in the house constantly

j

—Mas. E. P. Hlooms.

_

